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The Association of Croatian Dance Artists has recently published the results 
of two years of research into the situation of the independent professional 

Croatian dance scene. In this small but extremely important publication are two espe-
cially striking facts: 
 1. Not a single person in the entire professional Croatian dance scene is perma-

nently employed, point being that all of Croatia’s dancers live without permanent 
income or secure work contracts.  

 2. The number of dance performances per year from 2005 to 2007 rose �.9% in Zagreb, 
6.7% in Croatia, while international touring rose 62,2%! 

I believe that these facts serve as a precise description of the Croatian dance scene in 
the 2008/2009 season as well. The reason for the low number of tours inside Croatia is 
not due to lack of the audience, but rather the negligence of domestic cultural policy 
makers. Simply, the Croatian dance artists have very few opportunities to perform since 
only a few venues and festivals regularly program dance. It is clear that the increased 
number of international tours and the interest of international audiences lay in the huge 
output of energy and high level of professionalism of the artists themselves, and above 
all  in the artistic achievements of their creations. So, the reason for this international 
expansion is inside the dance scene, and not in systematic or structured support of it 
according to current cultural policies. The publication Shortcut to Croatian Dance has 
been published in order to support the increased presence of Croatian artists on Euro-
pean stages. 

Croatian dance has always been deeply connected to the European dance. Its begin-
nings are directly rooted in Laban’s early 20th century innovations and Jacques-Dal-
croze’s methodology. The first modern dance school in Croatia was established in Zagreb 
in �932, based on those principles, and is still in operation.  The majority of the Croatian 
dancers and choreographers have been graduates of that school, providing continuity of 
creative innovation.  

Published by Dance Committee of the Croatian Center ITI and following the Croatian and 
English editions of Magazine for dance art Kretanja/Movements and Guide to Croatian 
Dance, this publication provides an insiders view of the current scene. The first part con-
sists of five essays by eminent dance and theatre writers on some of the most interesting 
new productions. The second part is a catalogue of the entire professional dance scene. 

While choosing the performances that we wanted to write about, we were lead by the 
idea that those texts should present the structure, the contexts and some of the domi-
nant themes on this scene. On one side, there are three big ballet companies that work 
within the national ballet theatre system enjoying the luxuries of permanent financing 
and huge infrastructure. The most interesting and the most in demand choreographer of 
the younger generation that has emerged from those institutions is Staša Zurovac. 

Apart from the classical companies the rest of the Croatian dance scene is independ-
ent. The lack of supporting   institutions, including a still unfinished, long waited for 
dance centre in Zagreb, means that this scene lives in rented and sub rented spaces. 
The most stable institution of this scene is Zagreb Dance Company, whom we present 
through an analysis of their production Stripped. 

Choreographers gathered around the project EkS – scene (Experimental free scene) 
are positioned at the very margins of theatrical life. However, this extremely socially and 
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politically active group of mainly young 
women has managed to form their own, 
alternative but internationally recognized 
network. Through their activities in pro-
duction, education, information and pres-
entation they strongly influenced a new 
generation of Croatian authors including 
Selma Banich, Nensi Ukrainczyk and Mar-
jana Krajač , whom we present in the text 
The Pressure of Fetish and the Imprint of 
Stigma. 

In the text Paradoxes of Present Body 
the focus is on the unique research project 
of choreographer Irma Omerzo. Her two 
year long project has been structured as 
several open workshops each dealing with 
the relationship of dance to another me-
dium, such as film, literature, light, paint-
ing, music or location. This research slowly 
developed into a series of events titled 
Short programs in which the main stage 
conflict lays within the relation of dance to 
the other chosen medium, and not within 
the choreography itself. 

The second strongest center of dance 
and physical theatre in Croatia is Rijeka 
– the city whose identity is marked by the 
big harbor at its very center, its specific 
geo-political situation, turbulent history 
and unique cultural identity. The site spe-
cific performance Welcome to Rijeka that 
we present in the text A panorama in 8 
Pictures is based on a charming and ironic 
critique of local mentality. 

Constantly fighting social and produc-
tion related limitations, the dance artists 
of Croatia indefatigably find new ways of 
surviving, producing and innovating. We 
hope that Shortcut to Croatian Dance will 
provide you with a detailed overview of 
this dynamic and innovative scene. 

Iva Nerina Sibila
Editor in Chief
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After several years of 
collaboration on big group 
works with visiting foreign 
choreographers such as 
Bebeto Cidra, Alexey 
Taran, Emilio Gutierrez, 
Alexis Eupierre and Iztok 
Kovacz, during which 
time it also continued to 
provide opportunities for 
its own dancers’ artistic 
investigations, Stripped 
shows this ensemble 
definitely ready for 
appearance at  esteemed 
world festivals.

Zagreb Dance Company is a name 
that cannot be avoided in the Croatian 
mainstream dance scene. It is one of 
the two contemporary dance compa-
nies with the longest tradition (the oth-
er is Studio Contemporary Dance Com-
pany) and it has raised and given home 
to many generations of Croatian dan-
cers and choreographers. Today Zagreb 
Dance Company sets the standard. The 
most recent work Stripped is a large pro-
duction and convincingly the best cre-
ation of the ensemble’s longstanding 
artistic director Snježana Abramović 
Milković, and features excellent danc-
ers. After several years of collabora-
tion on big group works with visiting 
foreign choreographers such as Bebeto 
Cidra, Alexey Taran, Emilio Gutierrez, 

Stripped by Snježana Abramović Milković and Zagreb Dance Company
JelenA Mihelčić

Alexis Eupierre and Iztok Kovacz, dur-
ing which time it also continued to pro-
vide opportunities for its own dancers’ 
artistic investigations, Stripped shows 
this ensemble definitely ready for ap-
pearance at esteemed world festivals. 
There it can finally represent Croatia 
alongside smaller productions, which 
represented Croatia exclusively until 
now, revealing thus the conditions of 
work on the dance scene which due to 
various financial, organisational and 
infrastructural factors could not afford 
to create rich productions.

Even one of the main shortcomings 
of the national scene, a lack of male 
dancers, has been overcome in this pro-
duction; five out of eight dancers are 
men, each with a very different physi-
cal expression. Along with the exce-
llent, award wining performer Ognjen 
Vučinić who has been with the compa-
ny for years, the others are new dan-
cers who bring to the ensemble an ele-
ment of freshness. The quantitatively 
weaker but physically more dominant 
members of the group are women: the 
more experienced Zrinka lukčec and 
Andreja Široki, and the young Sara 
Barbieri.

Abramović Milković put to good 
use another characteristic shared by 
many Croatian choreographers, name-
ly the experience of working on dance 
movement in theatre and opera as one 
of the means of economic survival. In 

fact, she decided to take opera as an in-
spiration for a new work while work-
ing as a stage movement assistant in 
opera productions. Stripped reads op-
era not only as complex and dramatic 
musical work for the stage but also as 
a symbol of a particular time and cul-
ture, contrasting it then to our own 
times and establishing strong parallels. 
Attributes which characterised opera 
in its golden age – the age of baroque, 
are put at the forefront: opulence, ar-
tifice and exaggeration. As the author 
herself comments, nowadays we get 
these in the soap operas.  However, it 
would be wrong to say that only soapy 
melodrama is recognisable in the piece. 
Rather we recognize dominant pictures 
from everyday, media-generated sur-
roundings, in fact the naked elements 
of human psychology, Eros and Tanath-
os. The dancers’ movement and spatial 
orientation bring to life baroque lavish-
ness  in a wealth of detail, while ZDC’s 
house dramaturg Saša Božić integrates 
the choreography by contrasting the 
contemporary, the past and the eter-
nal, the earthly and the otherworldly. 

Stripped Stripped reads opera not only reads opera not only 
as complex and dramatic as complex and dramatic 
musical work for the stage musical work for the stage 
but also as a symbol of a but also as a symbol of a 
particular time and culture, particular time and culture, 
contrasting it then to our contrasting it then to our 
own times and establishing own times and establishing 

05

Zagreb Dance Company is one of the oldest contemporary dance com-
panies in Croatia, founded in 1972. Under the artistic leadership of 
Snježana Abramović Milković (former leading dancer of the company), 
and through her choreography, it confirms its central place on Croatian 
dance scene. In Stripped, they engage in an interesting dialogue with 
the theme of spectacle, balancing between its seductiveness and de-
cadence. Jelena Mihelčić, dance critic analyzes the structure and cho-
reography of the performance.

After several years of After several years of 
collaboration on big group collaboration on big group 
works with visiting foreign works with visiting foreign 
choreographers such as choreographers such as 
Bebeto Cidra, Alexey Bebeto Cidra, Alexey 
Taran, Emilio Gutierrez, Taran, Emilio Gutierrez, 
Alexis Eupierre and Iztok Alexis Eupierre and Iztok 
Kovacz, during which Kovacz, during which 
time it also continued to time it also continued to 
provide opportunities for provide opportunities for 
its own dancers’ artistic its own dancers’ artistic 
investigations, investigations, Stripped Stripped 
shows this ensemble shows this ensemble 
definitely ready for definitely ready for 
appearance at  esteemed appearance at  esteemed 
world festivals.world festivals.

///
Photos >Jasenko Rasol >>
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strong parallels. Attributes strong parallels. Attributes 
which characterised opera which characterised opera 
in its golden age – the age in its golden age – the age 
of baroque, are put at the of baroque, are put at the 
forefront: opulence, artifice forefront: opulence, artifice 
and exaggeration. As the and exaggeration. As the 
author herself comments, author herself comments, 
nowadays we get these nowadays we get these 
in the soap operas.  in the soap operas.  

Just like opera, Stripped begins with 
an overture, a musical introduction, in 
this case enriched by a lighting design 
(Branko Cvjetičanin, stage and lighting 
designer) which announces the energy 
of the things to follow by marking the 
stage space with the light strips that 
will reappear during the show. A scene 
follows which will occur three more 
times in the performance using the 
stage space common to all the sections: 
a male dancer glides on the horizontal 
back-stage stripe of light followed by 
a female performer who stops beside 
him, then enters the space and starts 
moving. This marks the fundamental 
relationship on which the performance 
is built, the erotic relationship. Three 
repetitions of the same scene indicate 
three stylistically different sections of 
the work emphasised also by the cos-
tumes (Djenisa Pecotić) and music 
(Damir Šimunović), or three different 
readings of opera and works by Verdi, 
Donizetti and Handel which all address 
the same theme of sex appeal. 

The first section of the performance 
could be the actual moment. It is cha-
racterised by contemporary electro-
nic music interweaved with the sound 
of a cembalo, a minimalist costume of 
modern sexy underwear and equally 
contemporary dance movement in a 
strong, pulsating urban rhythm with 
emphasised pauses and chest, hip and 
pelvis twitches, all underlined by se-
ductive glances which are the constant 
of the performance. Male and female 
dancers take on a universal vocabulary: 
fighting-style fist kicks and details like 
rhythmical tongue twisting cheek de-
formations, pinching of clothes on their 
own bottoms and breasts, frequent 
lifting of the index finger and similar 
abstract gestures with murky sexual 
connotations. The dancers move en-
ergetically and mostly independently, 
dispersed across the whole stage, with 
only rare duets and trios but without 

contact. As the scene progresses, the 
dynamic intensifies squashing even-
tually all the energy into one small 
square in which the contact inevitably 
appears, but is cold and technical.

The author initially only mocks op-
eratic exaggeration, like in the scene 
where the dancer with a walkman in 
her ears crawls dramatically across the 
stage in order to eventually commit su-
icide with the radio aerial.

In the second section the dancers 
start by demonstrating only virtuos-
ic movement; the choreography is full 
of jumps, highly extended legs, beau-
tifully formed arms, skilled pirouettes 
and rolling on the floor. The movement 
copies the singing virtuosity required 
by bel canto opera. This is particularly 
emphasised in the few moments when 
the music stops and the dancers sud-
denly cease dancing, left without the 
inspiration. Often, there is only run-
ning around the stage, as if the per-
formers are afraid to stay in one place 
when not executing the rehearsed de-
manding choreography, or maybe the 
music forces them simply into unin-
terrupted activity. The choreography, 
especially in the group scenes which 
abound in Stripped, is spatially very 
skilfully organised, rich in detail and 
carefully thought through.

The mockery of the The mockery of the 
dominant operatic dominant operatic 
melodramatic motifs of melodramatic motifs of 
lust and petty erotic games lust and petty erotic games 
gets supplanted here by gets supplanted here by 
blasphemous scenes from blasphemous scenes from 
hell. Murders, axe-pierced hell. Murders, axe-pierced 
people, black winged angels people, black winged angels 
and pregnant women and pregnant women 
with satyrs’ tails represent with satyrs’ tails represent 
according to the author according to the author 
the bare human instincts the bare human instincts 
so close to the animal.so close to the animal.

After the introductory bodily colo-
raturas follow erotically charged duets 
inspired by displays of different het-
erosexual and homosexual relations: 
one dancer mimes the putting on of 
fragrance and rubbing it into her erog-
enous zones, a satisfied smile never 
leaving the faces of all the others. The 
climax of the scene is the cliché about a 
dysfunctional male-female relationship 
represented through the dancer’s out 

of synch relationship with the lighting 
technician. The dancer warns him that 
he hasn’t finished yet after the techni-
cian switches off the reflector in the 
middle of his solo; only to eventually 
turn it off on the dancer’s direction I 
am done.

Handel’s baroque opera is the 
background for the third part marked 
by dimmed lights, rich costumes and 
movement, frequent slow motion, and 
ecstatic, lascivious poses which enter 
the realm of debauchery. The female 
dancers hold their own hair lifting it 
into the air; the impression is of mari-
onettes, or at times of a locked groove 
record which repeats the same bar 
several times. The movement is occa-
sionally aggressive and uncontrolled. 
Gradually, everything turns into a 
stumbling nightmare  while the pedes-
tal which starts circling the stage car-
rying a sculpturally exhibited body, 
relocates the performance into the am-
biance of some other world inhabited 
by strange half human half animal be-
ings. The mockery of the dominant op-
eratic melodramatic motifs of lust and 
petty erotic games gets supplanted 
here by blasphemous scenes from hell. 
Murders, axe-pierced people, black 
winged angels and pregnant women 
with satyrs’ tails represent according 
to the author the bare human instincts 
so close to the animal. The repetitive 
nature of this scene which also ends 
the show, indicates the continuity, cir-
cularity and perpetuity of these drives 
built deeply into human behaviour. 

All three sections of Stripped set 
out from opera; either as an illustration 
of its own time when it emerged as a 
virtuosic and complex musical work for 
stage, or as a philistine form of enter-
tainment which laughs at tragic human 
destinies, based, as is the case with 
many present-day forms of entertain-
ment, on superficial illustrations of in-
terpersonal, particularly male-female 
relationships and sexuality. What op-
era as the inspiration for the work ex-
poses however, is the body, the omni-
presence of its cult, the sex sells motto 
present in all the society’s pores. The 
sensuality thus laid bare offers a rather 
unpleasant picture; it is in fact cold and 
destructive. 77

English translation:English translation: Andreja Jeličić
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MAJA ĐuRINOvIć

Staša Zurovac’s 
new clothes 
>>>  Romeo and Juliet in the Croatian National Theatre “Ivan pl. Zajc” in Rijeka
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A former soloist of The Ballet of the Croatian National Theatre in ZaA former soloist of The Ballet of the Croatian National Theatre in Za--
greb, current artistic director and house choreographer of The Ballet of greb, current artistic director and house choreographer of The Ballet of 
the Croatian National Theatre “Ivan pl. Zajc” in Rijeka, Staša Zurovac is the Croatian National Theatre “Ivan pl. Zajc” in Rijeka, Staša Zurovac is 
definitely the busiest classically based choreographer in Croatia. In his definitely the busiest classically based choreographer in Croatia. In his 
works classical technique and contemporary moves have been fused works classical technique and contemporary moves have been fused 
with ecstatic, almost tribal poetics, bringing him great popularity with with ecstatic, almost tribal poetics, bringing him great popularity with 
audiences. However, in his new work audiences. However, in his new work Romeo and JulietRomeo and Juliet it looks like he is  it looks like he is 
returning to his classical roots. returning to his classical roots. 

Photos >Petar Fabijan >>
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During five productive years, During five productive years, 
Zurovac has developed a Zurovac has developed a 
very recognizable style very recognizable style 
of “primitive ballet”, in of “primitive ballet”, in 
which he counterpoints which he counterpoints 
the inactivity of fallen, the inactivity of fallen, 
sunken, heavy bodies to sunken, heavy bodies to 
an insane tempo of their an insane tempo of their 
reviving and catapulting into reviving and catapulting into 
space; a vortex of sparkling, space; a vortex of sparkling, 
contagious energy and contagious energy and 
thrown aboutthrown about movements,  movements, 
spasms of contraction and spasms of contraction and 
arrested impotence, followed arrested impotence, followed 
by enormous enthusiasm by enormous enthusiasm 
both ruffled and frantic. both ruffled and frantic. 

It is a delightful fact that Staša Zuro-
vac, undoubtedly the most successful and 
fruitful choreographer of the contempo-
rary Croatian ballet scene, has not lost his 
passion over the years, and has gained 
maturity. 

Although less frequently on the stage, 
he is still an excellent expressive dancer: 
this season, he has played the roles of The 
Miraculous Mandarin and Tybalt. He is 
the artistic director of the ballet ensemble 
of the Croatian National Theatre “Ivan pl. 

Zajc” in Rijeka and, above all, the author 
of a specific dance theatre. Staša Zuro-
vac has staged two premieres this sea-
son: Dance Macabre (music by Marjan 
Nećak) in the Croatian National Theatre 
in Zagreb and, in my opinion, the peak 
of his work so far and a turning point in 
his own stage aesthetics and poetics of 
movement, and Romeo and Juliet (music 
by Sergey Prokofiev), in the Croatian Na-
tional Theatre “Ivan pl. Zajc” in Rijeka.

What happened in Rijeka?

Zurovac has not lost his “adrenaline 
and intuition”, and as well has retained 
dream-like poetic scenes in which outer 
and inner, real experience and inner ex-
periencing, remembering and premoni-
tion touch each other. Nevertheless, until 
this time Zurovac created an entire gallery 
of extraordinary characters of dance, us-
ing grotesque and odd aesthetics, which 
he developed in different versions, from 
The Gods are Angry in Zagreb and Split 
and Circus Primitiff Ballet in Zagreb and 
Rijeka, Do you like Brahms? and Marque-
somania in Rijeka, Give Give and Daïssa – 
East of Eden in Split, to Kiklos in Ljubljana 
and Who is Singing there? in Belgrade. 
During five productive years, Zurovac 
has developed a very recognizable style 
of “primitive ballet”, in which he coun-
terpoints the inactivity of fallen, sunk-
en, heavy bodies to an insane tempo of 
their reviving and catapulting into space; 
a vortex of sparkling, contagious energy 

and thrown about movements, spasms of 
contraction and arrested impotence, fol-
lowed by enormous enthusiasm both ruf-
fled and frantic. 

One of singularities of Zurovac’s dance 
theatre is the creation of the performa-
tive “tribe”. All dancers are playing toge-
ther, they obviously belong to the same, 
in its own way, weird community, they 
have the same canons of behaviour, the 
same “shabby” costume and appearance. 
Then again, each individual is conspicu-
ous as a sort of personality and unique 
character. A shift is also present in the 
posture of the classically educated body: 
stooped, with raised shoulders and trem-
bling knees turned inwards; furthermore, 
there are occasional mime elements in 
the dance sequences and intensified, at 
moments almost marionette-like move-
ments, as well as the powerful mime of 
pale faces with emphasized eye sockets, 
which leaves an impression of the dancers 
having just emerged from grave.

Characters are caricature-like in their 
interrelations and exaggerated in their 
actions, courageous and naïve in their 
frenetic struggle with the given tempo 
and the “job” they have to complete 
within given time frame. This is proba-
bly the reason why Zurovac’s funny, ru-
ffled and melancholic creatures, skilful in 
executing clumsiness and gentle in their 
roughness, made the audience roar with 
laughter – they were so lovable and close, 
so moving in handling the controversies 
that torment contemporary man. 
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In the dramaturgical sense, Zurovac’s 
work did not go through any major break-
throughs. Dramaturgy is solved by music 
(Jean Marc Zelwer, Bratscha, Klezmatics). 
It opens up the space, situations and sto-
ries which the author then skilfully and 
humorously fills with picture, relation, 
emotion and association. Frequent eth-
no elements and powerful rhythmic folk 
threads draw all men into merrymaking; 
time obtained for being/lasting is used 
in the game to the very end, dedicat-
edly, with enchanting vitality, to the last 
breath. Just so, exultant in a Slavic way, 
let it last as long as it lasts...

And then, in Romeo and Juliet  at the 
Croatian National Theatre Ivan pl. Zajc” 
Staša Zurovac is no longer a young cho-
reographer who sets the scene in motion 
and tells the story in one breath. He has 

confirmed himself as a mature author in 
a big performance based on the defined 
demanding score by Sergey Prokofiev and 
plot by Shakespeare never under appreci-
ating or losing the sense and diminishing 
significance of each of these, he managed 
to subordinate all to his own vision of the 
dramatic and tragic aspects of the bared 
story: contemporary, actual, and painful. 

It is all achieved with the strong sup-
port of a well-tuned team: Olja Jovanović-
Zurovac as assistant, Žorž Draušnik as 
scenographer, Katarina Radošević Galić 
as costume designer and Deni Šesnić as 
lighting designer, along with video by 
Marin Lukanović which was projected 
on an almost invisible gossamer-like veil 
which opens unreal, inner dimensions of 
what is seen on stage.

Frequent ethno elements Frequent ethno elements 
and powerful rhythmic and powerful rhythmic 
folk threads draw all men folk threads draw all men 
into merrymaking ; time into merrymaking ; time 
obtained for being/lasting obtained for being/lasting 
is used in the game to is used in the game to 
the very end, dedicatedly, the very end, dedicatedly, 
with enchanting vitality, with enchanting vitality, 
to the last breath. Just so, to the last breath. Just so, 
exultant in a Slavic way, let exultant in a Slavic way, let 
it last as long as it lasts...it last as long as it lasts...
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Zurovac accepts the cold, pure neo-
classic beauty of dance bodies. Ju-
liet and the girls are like beautiful dolls, 
whose lines are clear like that of Balan-
chine, their hands are bare and legs long, 
they wear corsets and their hair is firmly 
slicked straight back. Men are wearing 
suits with unbuttoned jackets and do not 
have shirts. The scene is framed by a cold, 
metal construction with an upper gallery, 
and from this gallery one open lift leads 
to the (lower) space of the stage. Next to 
it and on the left side, deep in the stage, 
there are two big operating fans. And in 
the centre, there are big doors, which are 
revolving around the central axis. On one 
side, they are monolithic, relief bronze, 
and when they turn there is a huge mirror 
on the stage which breaks and distorts 
the image.

The tragic is represented in characters 
and relationships. In the cold war of eve-
ryday life, reasonless violence and sacri-
ficed creatures, Zurovac singles out five 
main characters within a group of peo-
ple, sketched by stylized ordinary passing 
by, meeting, socializing. These are Juliet 
(the excellent, lovely and touching Laura 
Popa); her near of kin Tybalt (performed 
by Zurovac), who will at the beginning 
give her a guardianship-like kiss, and 
mark her with it like Judas, who has made 
a deal in some dark atmosphere with the 
obvious villain Paris (Roberto Pereira Bar-

bosa Junior, romantic, hasty Romeo (An-
drej Köteles) and his friend, frolicsome 
ladies’ man Mercutio (Tomaš Danielis). As 
the story of the libretto goes, there is the 
meeting, magic of love, Romeo’s dream of 
Juliet (wonderfully presented by a dream-
like projection – in which his sensation in 
the form of love lyrics emerge),  the secret 
wedding, and tender night. The poetic 
pas de deux, lyric and tender, dedicated 
and cheerful, is done in the way Zurov-
ac’s partering is already well known artis-
tically, (as far back as the miniature The 
Fiancée’s Dream) for its subtle, and yet so 
natural composition for two bodies which 
know each other and love each other. 

Mercutio’s death is logical: young 
and playful, he has entered someone 
else’s terrain, he “flirts” with girls, pro-
vokes dangerous guys, in no way under-

stands that he does not stand a chance 
against four of them, does not give up 
and then, they simply “take care of him”. 
Violence creates violence. Romeo is not 
wiser, but is more cunning in his helpless 
fury. The entire male scene is remarkably 
set: charged like in a film, with signalling 
glances and psychological gestures, puri-
fied and directed, and brutal in the expe-
rience of its ending (although regarding 
the performance, it is within the realm of 
classically neat, stylized fight choreogra-
phy). Tybalt’s death is on the other hand, 
in Zurovac’s performance, horrifying in a 

sort of wild, animal scream  in the fight; 
and it is all intensified, triply performed, 
distorted, between the mirror and pro-
jection – a close up of shadowed lines, 
but, when possible to see, emphasizes  
strength, an outpouring of energy that 
leaves the body emptied.

However, Zurovac’s ballet is still dedi-
cated to Juliet, the one whose beauty 
and loveliness is sung about in Shake-
speare in Love through Romeo’s mouth. 
To the young, tender, hopelessly unpro-
tected Juliet, in the world of male com-
petition and general aggressiveness, and 
– the all-weaving coldness of business. 
In the same way as many noble parents 
were not bothered too much by the feel-
ings of their girls a long time ago, and  
marriages were contracted for “higher” 
interests, today people are bought and 
sold, stolen and stored, smuggled and 
lost on the way… There are too many 
of them anyway. And, what are feel-
ings anyhow? So impalpable in contrast 
to money and in contrast to body.  Paris 
paid Tybalt with metal case full of some-
thing. We do not know exactly what he 
paid for, but in the moment when Tybalt 
is no more, he comes to collect the debt 
in the form of Juliet. And there is nobody 
to protect her, already marked in that 
way, in other words, sold. With her body 
exploited, Juliet breaks in desperation, 
and after her fall, people on the gallery 
senselessly read through the newspaper, 
tear them and throw them down. As far 
as they are concerned she is buried and 
down there, everything now looks like 
a rubbish dump, they leave the lifeless 
body of the girl to lie there. There is no 
mistake. Romeo has definitely arrived too 
late. And he dances with Juliet’s body, 
while her ethereal (projected) form irre-
versibly goes away and disappears, en-
gulfed in eventual blackness.  77

English translation:English translation: Lidija Zoldoš
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With her body exploited, 
Juliet breaks in desperation, 
and after her fall, people on 
the gallery senselessly read 
through the newspaper, 
tear them and throw them 
down. As far as they are 
concerned she is buried and 
down there, everything now 
looks like a rubbish dump, 
they leave the lifeless body 
of the girl to lie there.



In a long run, it’s not breaking the code that matters – 
it’s where you go from there. That’s the real problem.
Hugh Whitemore (1987: 102)

The Pressure of Fetish and
  the Imprint of Stigma
A fetish is a story masquerading as an object.
Robert J. Stoller (1985: 155)
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The Pressure of Fetish and
  the Imprint of Stigma

On Chew by choreographer 
and dance artist Selma Banich, 

Ariadne auf Naxos by choreog-
rapher Marjana Krajač, and

Kitsch’n’salt by choreographer 
Nensi Ukrainczyk

NATAšA GOvEDIć
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A dance performance A dance performance 
should most definitely should most definitely 
reveal the body positioned reveal the body positioned 
outside the typically outside the typically 
“fashioned” social behavior. “fashioned” social behavior. 
It should allow us to see It should allow us to see 
the body “unconsumed” the body “unconsumed” 
by others’ bodies, i.e., it by others’ bodies, i.e., it 
should be a surfacing of should be a surfacing of 
an unexpected remnant an unexpected remnant 
of personal uniqueness.of personal uniqueness.

I want to discuss the imprint or 
“inscription” of our fellow-beings on to 
our bodies, on to our “quoted” move-
ments, our intonations and non-verbal 
tensions, on to various recognizable 
and ever-repeated corporeal codes. In 
my experience, a dancing body attests 
more to the difficulty of “material” and 
kinetic originality than to the unique-
ness of our individual corporeal ges-
tures. The mimetic theater begins in 
a cradle and over time develops into a 
continuous observation and self-obser-
vation, into a constant “mimicking,” 
i.e. paraphrasing and decoding the be-
havior of others.

Citizens are just as versed as actors 
in emulating each other’s bodies: we 
all know how to perform this “choreo-
mimesis.” The trouble begins, however, 
when another’s body code or a  corpog-
raphy seen countless times in the me-
dia becomes a cipher, a “normative” 
movement pattern, a “typical” posture 
or gesture fused with media citations, 

when it penetrates under our skin so 
deeply that we can never again reach 
the authentic, or at least “occasionally 
undisciplined,” corporeality. A dance 
performance should most definitely re-
veal the body positioned outside the 
typically “fashioned” social behavior. 
It should allow us to see the body “un-
consumed” by others’ bodies, i.e., it 
should be a surfacing of an unexpected 
remnant of personal uniqueness.

Speaking of top dance performanc-
es, they are, as a rule, characterized by 
a physical vocabulary whose “formula” 
is not readily recognizable because it 
has not been copied from the existing 
range of social gestures, but has rather 
emerged as a particular kind of “sur-
plus” – a shift towards greater virtuosi-
ty or towards intentionally “naïve” cho-
reography. This breaking of the 
“customary code” can also be a conse-
quence of discourse hybridization or, 
more precisely, a result of intentional 
as much as performative and unexpect-
ed “citations” of one kinetic context 
within the other (for example, in the 
performance Gravidity by Pravdan 
Devlahović, during an interaction with 
a Pilates ball, a male body itself be-
comes the ball, evoking the picture of 
the metamorphosis of a “male body” 
into a “female body” – even more so, 
into the body of a pregnant woman). 
Rhetorically, de-familiarization of the 
body may be achieved by a hypertro-
phied typical gesture as much as by dis-
placed duration or extraordinary scope 
of movement. However, it is almost im-
possible to erase from all these trans-
fers of bodily citations the sediment of 
the collective body, which occasionally 
– especially in the performances I in-
tend to analyze – becomes a separate 
topic of the performance.

II.II.
In her solo performance Chew, dance 

artist and choreographer Selma Banich 
problematizes the phenomenon of an 
individual body shrouded, concealed, 
effaced under the layers of a pinup 
look. Her stage appearance is faceless: 
all we can see of the performer’s head 
is a blond Crazy Horse wig; her face is 
always slightly turned away from the 
audience; the synthetic blonde hair 
hides facial features. The performer’s 
body is “tightly wrapped” in a light 
blue T-shirt and black tights: Banich 
slowly bends over, walks on all fours, 
and upon reaching a particular point in 
space, moves backwards, returning to 
the starting position. She does that re-
peatedly, with a precision of a trained 
animal that would probably be brutally 
punished if its movement pattern devi-
ated from the one it was taught to per-
form. Banich moves as if she had un-
dergone the same training herself. She 
slowly advances across the stage along 
an imagined line and always comes 
to a halt at the same point, in front of 
the same invisible barrier, and then re-
turns to the starting position only to 
begin the process all over again. As-
suming a “sprinter stance” is one of 
the variations in Banich’s movements; 
however, she walks or hops on all fours 
rather than runs and her body comes to 
a dead stop every time she reaches the 
imagined wall. This strict and repeti-
tive “training”, the drill of a stooped 
and obedient body, creates the impres-
sion of a nauseating, compulsive action, 
which not only annihilates personality, 
but also shows that the performer can-
not achieve the desired result, not even 
by a radical self-cancellation, not even 
by erasing her own personality. At one 
point, Banich simply stands upright 

Three choreographers of the younger generation, Selma Banich, Nen-
si Ukrainczyk and Marjana Krajač, although totally different in stage 
poetics, share a common ground. All of them graduated from dance 
academies outside of Croatia, but decided to come back. They are in-
volved in the EkS – scene project in various ways, and in their recent 
works they address issues on feminine identity in neo-capitalist, post-
transitional, mass-media occupied society. Theatre and media theore-
tician Nataša Govedić compares their works and asks – what has hap-
pened to the dancing body?
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and calmly walks through the previ-
ously imagined “wall” or barrier on 
the stage. However, her face remains 
hidden.

Overcoming the barrier seems 
to be coupled with a profanation 
of the performative body: after hav-
ing walked through the invisible wall, 
Banich uncoils a long microphone cable 
and wraps it around her body, turning 
herself into a wormlike entertainer lip-
synching a sentimental hit I will always 
love you... Her body, strapped in coils of 
the microphone wire and resembling 
the segmented body of an earthworm, 
creates a special effect where the false 
pathos of “eternal love” is accompa-
nied with gestures of confinement, of 
larval impotence twisting on the floor, 
of degradation of the body reduced 
to crawling, with rings of black cable 
tightly twined around it. Banich’s face 
continues to be hidden behind the plat-
inum-blonde wig. At several points, she 
assumes poses typical of Marilyn Mon-
roe, as seen on numerous photographs, 
and this identification with Monroe (or 
other movie stars of same ilk) is addi-
tionally emphasized by the costume 
and the mask.

In the next scene, the dancer starts 
to make repetitive, almost psychotical-
ly uniform movements of club dancing 
to techno music, closely following its 
dance rituals; during this scene, we re-
alize that every publicly exposed move-
ment is always a kind of body mould 
with a castrating effect on personal 
differences and personal pleasure. As 
for the severity of the drill, there is no 
difference between the “animal-like” 
drill of a stooped body we saw at the 
beginning of the choreography and the 
extremely limited, monotonous voca-
bulary of hops and jerks that make up 
conventional club dancing.

When the dancer collapses, her 
shoulders shake in silent weeping, but 
the face remains protected from our 
gaze. The only possibility for the per-
former to break free from this slavery, 
this condemnation to the movements 
that are not her own, is to turn into a 
monster: the body propped on all fours 
once again returns to the starting posi-
tion, but now the head and limbs seem 
to move impossible directions; as if the 
body has been “disintegrated” and then 
put back together again. Only in this 
last scene does the performer begin to 

In her solo performance 
Chew, dance artist and 
choreographer Selma 
Banich problematizes 
the phenomenon of an 
individual body shrouded, 
concealed, effaced under 
the layers of a pinup look.

The only possibility for The only possibility for 
the performer to break the performer to break 
free from this slavery, free from this slavery, 
this condemnation to this condemnation to 
the movements that are the movements that are 
not her own,not her own,  is to turn is to turn 
into a monster: the body into a monster: the body 
propped on all fours propped on all fours 
once again returns to once again returns to 
the starting position, but the starting position, but 
now the head and limbs now the head and limbs 
seem to move impossible seem to move impossible 
directions; as if the body directions; as if the body 
has been “disintegrated” has been “disintegrated” 
and then put back together and then put back together 
again. Only in this last again. Only in this last 
scene does the performer scene does the performer 
begin to communicate an begin to communicate an 
open protest against the open protest against the 
entire mechanism that entire mechanism that 
standardizes her body.standardizes her body.  
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communicate an open protest against 
the entire mechanism that standardizes 
her body. But the image of a “monster” 
is not optimistic at all: it refers to a po-
tentially new victimization and a body 
that cannot really be “separated” from 
the drill, which branded it so deeply. 

The face that is “missing” from 
this dance performance, however, 
does make an appearance in the pro-
gram leaflet. There we can see weeping 
Selma Banich and the twisted expres-
sion of her face wet with tears, a visual 
trace of psychophysical pain.

The program leaflet also contains 
a brief reference linking the semantic 
framework of this performance with 
the work of Cindy Sherman. Indeed, 
Chew can be interpreted as a dialogue 
with visual and performative aspects 
of Sherman’s Film Stills and Centerfolds. 
Although the American artist deals 
with a “fatal woman” slapped together 
from a wig, high-heels, and huge sun-
glasses (or other symbols of consum-

erist female “seductiveness”), the most 
vivid link that can be drawn between 
Banich and Sherman is precisely the 
use of visual fetishes of “femininity”, 
which both artists ridicule in multiple 
ways.

In both cases, the steel discipline of 
the female body refuses to simulate a 
“happy to be of service” attitude and 
smilingly agrees to abuse. The chore-
ographic message is I resent being your 
fetish. However, as opposed to Cindy 
Sherman and her posing under differ-
ent and often sarcastic masks – where 
an emphatically derisive (or, in the 
opinion of some theoreticians, “clown-
like”) disguise provides a certain de-
gree of freedom – Selma Banich is 
haunted by monolithic and stringently 
impersonal centerfolds, by a complete 
lack of a new guise, by the repetitive-
ness of identically “caged” physical 
representation.

While Sherman often perceives the 
female condemnation to a “seductive 

Thus, the performances Thus, the performances 
ChewChew and  and AriadnaAriadna seem to  seem to 
emphasize the difference emphasize the difference 
between the theater of between the theater of 
Banich as a personal Banich as a personal 
imprint, or even an open imprint, or even an open 
wound resulting from wound resulting from 
the stigmatization and the stigmatization and 
fetishizing of the female fetishizing of the female 
body, and the theater of body, and the theater of 
Krajač as a spectacular Krajač as a spectacular 
multiplication and multiplication and 
amassment of “masks.”amassment of “masks.”
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look” as a humorous farce, Selma Ban-
ich experiences it as a tragedy. There-
fore, the basic intonation of Chew is os-
tensibly dark. Instead of being some 
kind of an “outlet”, the dance is treated 
as a military catalogue of never-end-
ing “marches”. I would like to point out 
that Banich problematizes, among oth-
er things, a profound toxicity of artistic 
drill whose rigidity in the performance 
Chew can easily be mistaken for an ath-
letic or even military annihilation of 
the body. 

Dramaturgic consistency, paying 
attention to every detail, could serve as 
a performative role model, even more 
so because the recent premiere of Ar-
ijadna auf Naxos by choreographer 
Marjana Krajač showed that Krajač 
also tends to deal with topics similar 
to those that interest Banich, but with 
one significant difference: while Krajač 
continues to pile up fashionable theo-
retic citations without any dramaturgic 
motive and specifically reprises, even 

glorifies, trash culture ( a photo of Par-
is Hilton is displayed as a kind of “icon” 
of a modern Ariadna), Selma Banich 
works up the courage to talk about in-
timate pain.

 
III.III.
In Ariadna auf Naxos by Marjana 

Krajač, the female position is large-
ly defined by “eternal abandonment”. 
(Is there a worse stereotype?) In the 
course of the performance, we watch 
as the performers joint a chicken, force 
it into the meat grinder, and eventually 
turn it into sausages. Fitful sounds of 
an aria from Strauss’ opera, which ac-
company the whole process of degra-
dation and the explicit equating of fe-
male and animal flesh, are as banal as 
they are shocking; a stereotypical mas-
sacre of the flesh as such. The “chicken” 
is not even meant to feed anyone; the 
only purpose of it being forced into the 
meat grinder is to show hatred towards 
flesh.

The dance movements of three 
dancers replicate almost the same vo-
cabulary that Krajač used and per-
formed herself in her previous cho-
reography, Endless Love, particularly 
dancing on tiptoe and writhing around 
the dance axis. This time around, how-
ever, all of her mannerisms are repeat-
ed by Andreja Široki, Zrinka lukčec, 
and iva Korenčić. This performance, 
therefore, testifies to the worrisome 
regression of Krajač’s choreographic 
work, offering a portfolio of previous-
ly used expressions and movements 
that are not necessarily the result of a 
new artistic situation or exchange of 
opinions between the involved danc-
ers, but are rather clumsily arranged as 
a “transcript” of the typical movement 
or dance trademark of the choreogra-
pher herself. If we add to this an abun-
dance of heterogeneous and cynical 
material, that Krajač failed to elaborate 
on in her previous performances, and 
which she uses to shape her work each 

R
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time anew by uncritically adding what 
she had previously gathered (believing 
that by doing so she leaves the “puzzle” 
of interpretation open), we may con-
clude that Marjana Krajač’s collection 
of provisional mass media connota-
tions, which all express her fascination 
with consumer culture, is not sufficient 
for the accumulated material to devel-
op into an individual (let alone dissent-
ing) artistic procedure. She lacks the 
selective ability or the skill of creative 
reduction.

Thus, the performances Chew and 
Ariadna seem to emphasize the di-
fference between the theater of Banich 
as a personal imprint, or even an open 
wound resulting from the stigmatization 
and fetishizing of the female body, and 
the theater of Krajač as a spectacular mul-
tiplication and amassment of “masks.” In 
the case of Selma Banich, the disempow-
ered and always foreign body can at least 
become aware of its monstrous subjec-
tion to violence and find the capacity to 
reflect on it. in case of Marjana Krajač, 
there is no room for insight: we are faced 
with a series of photographic, cinematic, 
musical, choreographic, and theoretical 
citations (even poor Jacques Derrida is 
“laid out” in the program leaflet, next to 
a tailoring pattern and a symbol for an 
imaginary washing machine) presented 
only through a “grinding of the materi-
al”, which the audience will indifferently 
throw away as if they were old newspa-
per clippings. 

The basic methods used by Krajač 
– addition and recycling – indicate the 
author’s insufficient ability to articu-
late her immediate, private experience. 
One citation always follows another, 
the dancing body follows the record-
ing of an opera singer rehearsing Ari-
adna auf Naxos. Selling out and giving 
in are given equal narrative weight, so 
that “my body” (which Husserl in Car-
tesian Meditations, as a rule, calls the 
only body that does not exist “solely 
as an abstraction”) is no longer there, 
not even in traces. Instead, the audi-
ence observes the uncertainty of “her” 
body, a body generalized to the level of 
inevitable social stereotype. The body 
thus defined can no longer be “known” 
or “understood”: it is only an image, an 
image over another image, Paris Hilton 
over Victoria Beckham, an absolute 
alienation.

While I was watching Ariadna, I 
kept wondering why the audience was 
being sent a political message that the 
fusing pop-icons and anonymous bod-
ies is always a passive acceptance of the 
media models on offer. In other words, 
do we need a performance about “om-
nivorous” and “omnipotent” mass-me-
dia pornography at all? Now, several 
months after having seen the perform-
ance, i think that Krajač talks about a 
real and truly powerful oppression, but 
sadly remains artistically paralyzed 
by its ubiquity and banality. Here, the 
merging of an individual body with 
consumer culture is presented as the fi-
nal point of an unavoidably “shattered” 
body.

IV.IV.
Choreographer Ukrainczyk is the 

third member of the current Croatian 
feminist-oriented dance scene, and the 
one most likely to employ humor. In 
the performance Kitsch’n’salt, Ukrainc-
zyk quite convincingly places the fe-
male fate in the kitchen. However, in-
stead of a housewife who competently 
stirs soups and prepares tofu delica-
cies with a skillful hand in this temple 
of house goddesses, we first see four fe-
male dancers (Darija Doždor, Rebeka 

Kukolja Cicmanović, Roberta Milevoj, 
and Ana Vnučec) stumbling onto the 
stage with large paper bags in their 
arms. They start reciting culinary reci-
pes from the bags, feigning interest in 
what they read, but the sound of toi-
let flushing somehow prevents us from 
seeing them as “little household fair-
ies”. The recipes end up crumpled on 
the kitchen floor and the girls keep fall-
ing from unstable chairs (with heart-
shaped backs) over and again. They all 
fall at the same moment, as if collaps-
ing into the collective unconsciousness. 
They drop rapidly like drunk flies, then 
stand up and tumble down again. A 
perky disco-standard You can ring my 
bell accompanies this “idyll” in which 
the women are melodramatically con-
demned to exist through “cooking for 
the family.” Frantic head shaking and 
chair scraping represents the second 
wave of resistance to being chained to 
a black-and-white carpet on the floor 
of this huge culinary workshop. When 
the performers start slipping under the 
carpet, making it look like some kind 
of a monstrous beast, we are left with 
a general impression that the kitchen is 
“devouring” them physically and psy-
chologically, that it scares them and in 
the end, turns them literally into “vam-
pires.” The performance ends with an 
assembly line made of the bodies of the 
performers sitting close to one another 
and passing on boxes of sea salt among 
themselves. Another item exchanged 
between the performers is a doll, as 
a reminder that care for children also 
keeps the female body chained to kitch-
en protocols and even turns it into an 
always available kitchen utensil.

I would not say that Kitsch’n’salt 
(the title is a pun: it sounds similar to 
kitchen soul, with a “kitschy” notion of 
a love nest for two functioning as a fe-
male highway to the kitchen) is a per-
formance that may revolutionize our 
perception, nor would I say that it has 
the emotional intensity of Selma Ban-
ich’s “dark” solo performance, but the 
choreographic language of Ukrainczyk 
is, at the very least, ready to disman-
tle the little housewife stereotype and 
turn her into a fun-loving renegade 
witch running wild. Becoming a ren-
egade, of course, remains within the 
realm of angry dreams; it is only an 
idea to toy with, because the off-sound 

Despite the differences Despite the differences 
in performative focus in performative focus 
and quality, all three and quality, all three 
performances primarily deal performances primarily deal 
with the body that bears with the body that bears 
multiple stigmas and is multiple stigmas and is 
eventually eventually taken awaytaken away from  from 
the person that “performs” it the person that “performs” it 
– because the body is forced – because the body is forced 
into either a particular into either a particular 
stereotype of a physical stereotype of a physical 
drill and appearance (Selma drill and appearance (Selma 
Banich) or a collection Banich) or a collection 
of mass-media citations of mass-media citations 
(Marjana Krajač) or the (Marjana Krajač) or the 
functionfunction of food processing  of food processing 
(Nensi Ukrainczyk)(Nensi Ukrainczyk)..
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of a baby’s cry signals that there is “a 
kitchen sensor” that cannot be circum-
vented: no matter how many times we 
turn the chairs upside down, in the 
end, we will always come back to feed 
the hungry and the needy. However, in 
this performance, being forced into 
the kitchen is not a shallow parody of 
a social role. The same thing that Selma 
Banich subjects to in throes of coercion 
and subsequent crying, the same thing 
that makes Marjana Krajač perform a 
totalitarian rule of decorativeness as 
the flipside of suppressed horror, for 
Nensi Ukrainczyk becomes “a modest” 
but commendably bold search for eve-
ryday rebellion of the body.

In that sense, Kitsch’n’salt is a per-
formance that, to a degree, successful-
ly explores the creative joy (the kitchen 
itself represents the “author’s” place, 
provided that meal preparation is seen 
as something more than mere mechan-
ical food processing). The kitchen is, 
therefore, primarily defined as some-
thing we cannot avoid, a prison dec-
orated with little pink curtains and 
heart-shaped chairs with a view of a 
supermarket. However, even within 
the walls of this kitchen-fortress, we 
can unpretentiously “break” or even 
fry a long chain of fetishes.

Similar to Selma Banich’s perform-
ance, where it was sufficient to walk 
through an invisible barrier or “run 
through a wall”, Kitsch’n’salt also makes 
clear that the “limitations” are prima-
rily internal and that the kitchen as a 
cultural locus is a transformative rath-
er than “closed” box. If we compare the 
use of food in Kitsch’n’salt with that in 
Ariadna auf Naxos (people and animals 
defined as “minced meat”), we may no-
tice that Krajač’s understanding of the 
body is somewhat mechanistic: it “an-
nihilates” and is “being annihilated.” 
Here, we must point out the philosoph-
ical differences between the body as a 
complete personality, which is in addi-

tion constantly shared with others, and 
the physical and chemical competenc-
es of the body that we use absolutely 
unwittingly. Arthur C. Danto (1999: 
197-198):

The boundary between the body 
that is me and the body that is mere-
ly mine varies somewhat across the spe-
cies, in the sense that some have imme-
diate cognitive and performative powers 
that others lack. The variations can be 
trivial, as when someone is able to wig-
gle his ears, or tragic, as when someone 
cannot move his legs (…) – or comical, as 
with males who lack the gift, as most do, 
to make the penis go erect or soft at will. 

(…). We perform, mainly, the sorts of ac-
tions and have the kinds of thoughts and 
feelings the ancient Greek share with us: 
the body is the emblem of our common 
humanity.

The problem of the culture that ob-
jectifies the body to such a degree that 
it simultaneously functions as both a 
primary fetishist commodity and as a 
metaphysical ideal lies in the ever more 
aggressive cancellation of the cognitive 
and affective body: what remains is 
the image. However, while some dance 
artists dispute the flatness of the de-
scribed ideology by literally lifting the 
kitchen floor or walking in an anatomi-
cally unlikely position, others feel ab-

solutely powerless when confronted 
with all that nothingness implied by  the 
industrial distribution of bodies. I am 
convinced that this “powerlessness” 
should be further explored. 

V.V.
Despite the differences in perfor-

mative focus and quality, all three 
performances primarily deal with the 
body that bears multiple stigmas and is 
eventually taken away from the person 
that “performs” it – because the body 
is forced into either a particular stereo-
type of a physical drill and appearance 
(Selma Banich) or a collection of mass-

Marjana Krajač_Ariadne auf Naxos_Photo >Sodaberg
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media citations (Marjana Krajač) or 
the function of food processing (Nensi 
Ukrainczyk). Each of the choreogra-
phers follows a different line of disinte-
gration of individual corporeal charac-
teristics, a different dispersion.

It is interesting to note that the 
whole range from tragedy (Banich) to 
parody (Krajač) to comedy (Ukrainc-
zyk) was covered in not more than 
three performances. For this reason, 
it sometimes seems that we are faced 
with an inter-genre translation of the 
same political problem: the ubiquitous-
ly defaced, “generalized” female body 
as one of the most malleable and most 
accessible social and sexual clichés. As 

if the dance art cannot bear the sale of 
female “flesh” anymore and is wonder-
ing ever more acutely at which point 
the virtual clichés of the appearance 
become the bare skin and the skin be-
comes stretched into a virtual mask of 
an advertising billboard. These are jus-
tified questions and truly interesting 
performances, but my intention now is 
to take the critique of “erased skin” or 
malunion one step further from the fi-
nal diagnosis.

Instead of the discreet despair of the 
three choreographers, instead of their 
feeling of being “trapped” into the lost 
or “generalized” body that was imposed 

on them so rigidly, I feel the need to re-
fer to the body as a disorderly and flex-
ible process of multiple possible reali-
ties. With that in mind, I quote a dance 
theoretician Miranda Tufnell (1990: 3): 
“We tend to imagine the bones of the 
body as hard/inert, but all the bones, 
including the bones of the skull, are 
alive and changing. It is in the bones, 
that the red blood cells are formed. 
The skeleton can renew itself over 20 
months.” How is it possible that the 
body is capable of re-forming itself, that 
it has the knowledge of creativity and 
rebelliousness – or at least, a constant 
ability to change – which are denied to 
the body as a cultural construct? 

Why do we forget that the body is 
not a mere “visual exhibit”, not a mere 
display?

Can we, for once, discuss or taste its 
flavor, understand it as a scent map or 
as an opera of tactile sensations? Can 
we acknowledge that it has a special in-
telligence and ability to learn as well 
as critical skills to revolt (for example, 
symptoms of a disease can be read as 
rebellious messages)?

In its dynamic particularity, the 
body even biologically evades the sta-
tus of an object as much as it evades 
the status of the “pure idea.” It deserves 
deep respect: not only because it is not 

a robot, but also because it is not an 
image; not only because it is not mere-
ly a “useless snake skin” to be shed af-
ter we rise to the “higher levels of con-
sciousness,” but also because the body 
persists as our most generous creative 
and interactive stronghold. Therefore, I 
support the attitude that from each fet-
ish one reformation story can be born 
and that no art form is as lucid in ma-
terial disidentification as it is dance. in 
the words of Mary Wigman (Copeland 
and Cohen, 1983: 305): We talk about 
rediscovering and regaining the body.  77

English translation:English translation: Aleksandra Mišak
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The interaction The interaction 
of the two media of the two media 
maps complex maps complex 
questions on the questions on the 
interrelations interrelations 
and bonds and bonds 
between the live event between the live event 
and photography, which and photography, which 
not only recreates the not only recreates the 
traces of presence but traces of presence but 
also opens a whole range also opens a whole range 
of complex problems of complex problems 
that are relevant both to that are relevant both to 
dance and photographydance and photography

Paradoxes of 
present body

The performance of Foto – Plession 
(Photo – Danssion), by choreographer 
Irma Omerzo, is a multimedia stage 
event that grows out of the confron-
tation of dance and its subsequent re-
construction through the photographs 
projected on the white screen in the 
background. Conceived as a “stage es-
say on dance and photography”, Pho-
to – Danssion is a result of an inspir-
ing and creative dialogue between 
the objective of Jasenko Rasol and the 
movements of Sonja Pregrad and Zrin-
ka Šimičić. The interaction of the two 
media maps complex questions on the 
interrelations and bonds between the 
live event and photography, which not 
only recreates the traces of presence 
but also opens a whole range of com-
plex problems that are relevant both to 
dance and photography. In that sense, 
the performance sets out a highly het-
erogeneous interpretative frame that 
requires double exposure: both from 

the aspect of live event as well as from 
the position of reproduction/represen-
tation of the photographic medium. 
Although here we deal with a reduced 
stage space in which all the attention is 
focused on the relation between move-
ment and image, the performance sug-
gests a sumptuous play that arises as 
a paradoxical synthesis of the absent/
mediated body and its simultaneous 
non-reflected and “pure” presence. 
Doubling itself into a phantom trace 
and “true” corporeality that are con-
stantly waning and eluding, those fe-
male bodies on the stage seduce with 
their hesitance between virtuality and 
reality, at once raising the question: are 
those bodies the consequence of photo-
graphs or are the photographs the con-
sequence of bodies?

Irma Omezo, a graduate of CNDC in Angers, after 10 years dancing at 
Compagnie DCA – Phillipe Decouflé, started her own company in Za-
greb – MARMOT. She gained international recognition with her first 
piece, an auto – fictional duet Mi/Nous based on her experience of liv-
ing between two countries. 
Photo – Danssion is the second one in her Short programs serial, and it is 
part of a wider research project that includes workshops and perform-
ances. The theme of the research is the relationship between dance and 
other media, and it is an attempt to break the usual frames of dance 
performances by turning it into an active, ongoing multi – discipli-
nary debate. Theatre theoretician Andrej Mirčev analyzes the issues on 
photography and dance Irma Omerzo and photographer Jasenko Rasol 
have managed to rise. 

Photo – Danssion by Irma Omerzo, MARMOT Dance Company
AnDReJ MiRčeV

25
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The Imprint of History and 
Representation

Analysing the ontology of the pho-
tographic medium in his book dedi-
cated to Walter Benjamin, Eduardo 
Cadave brings it into relation with the 
memorising and recording of history 
and writes: “Thus the photographic 
picture appears only in the occurring 
form, in the mode of promise, in the 
Messianism of its ‘happening’: pho-
tography promises the ability to pre-
serve everything for history; but that 
which is preserved is all that is always 
already in the process of disappearing, 
everything that does not belong to the 
gaze.”1 Similarly, as it exposes the hap-
pening that is already gone, leaving 
merely a visual trace, photography in 
Irma’s choreography marks the past of 
the bodies and thus becomes the guar-
antee of their former presence: a recon-
structed promise as the only leftover of 
the happening.

The process of revealing different 
layers of presence, however, becomes 

more intricate given the moment of the 
making of photographs and the mo-
ment when they are being projected 
on the stage. This means that, when 
the audience steps into the theatre, the 
photographs are already present on the 
stage although the performance has 
not yet begun. After Sonja and Zrinka 
begin performing their choreographic 
material, Jasenko stands up every once 
in a while from his front-row seat and 
takes photos of their movements that 
are then projected on the screen with 
a slight delay. in the first case, we are 
confronted with the imprint/photo-
graph of the performance that did not 
take place in front of us and for which 
we cannot assess with precision the 
time of its occurrence. In the second 
case, however, we may establish the 
correspondence between the photo-
graphic act and the performance as it 
occurs simultaneously with the cho-
reography. This difference creates the 
complexity of time intervals and em-
phasises the dialectics of the present 
and the past, which becomes increas-

ingly distant, fleeing to a vanishing 
time of remembrance.

Considering the interplay between 
the objective and the body, the photo-
graphic gesture of Jasenko Rasol, in a 
dramaturgic sense, acts not merely as 
an actant producing images but also as 
a subject mediating between the audi-
ence and the body on the stage, thus 
intensifying the very relation I watch 
– I am being watched. With his gesture, 
he transforms the performing material, 
essentially influencing its perception. 
On this line of thought, Roland Barthes 
writes: “Hence everything changes as 
soon as I sense the gaze of an objec-
tive: I bring myself to ‘poses’, instant-
ly creating another body for myself; 
I transform myself into an image pri-
or to becoming one. This transforma-
tion is active: I feel that the Photogra-
phy either creates my body or numbs 
it, depending on it’s will.”2 Occurring 
between two plains – that of live per-
formance and its fixed simulation – the 
choreographic material develops due 
to the confrontation that becomes its 

> >> >
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existential condition. On the semantic 
level, this state of affairs implicates the 
possibility of raising the issue of the re-
lation between presence and represen-
tation as a procedure of conserving and 
archiving the immediate body on the 
stage.

Seen from the aspect of media 
strategies, the performance inaugu-
rates the process of verification of 
“here” and “now”, focusing the Ben-
jamin problem of the damaged aura 
and the work of art in the age of me-
chanical reproduction. The exhaustion 
and time consumption of the perfor-
mance are not only marked by this 
photographic redundancy but also pro-
nouncedly produced and emphasised. 
On the other hand, photography allevi-
ates the process of grasping details as it 
fixates otherwise disappearing move-
ments, which we manage to perceive 
and fixate only in short intervals. Still, 
inasmuch as these phantom bodies ap-
pearing as mediated ghosts on the pho-
tograph testify to the destroyed aura, 
the live quality and the presence of 

their doppelgangers hence become in-
tensified and visible to their maximum.

Ontology of Disappearance

The phenomenology of live perform-
ance, especially those aspects of the art 
of performance that put upfront the 
drama of physical body, proves to resist 
the trials of definitive fixation, memo-
rising and archiving. In this context, 
Peggy Phelan quotes un-reproducibility 
as a distinctive trait of performing arts, 
explaining her thesis as follows: “Per-
formance implicates the real through 
the presence of living bodies. In per-
formance art spectatorship there is an 
element of consumption: there are no 
leftovers, the gazing spectator must try 
to take everything in. Without a copy, 
live performance plunges into visibil-
ity-in a maniacally charged present-
and disappears into memory, into the 
realm of invisibility and the balanced 
unconscious where it eludes regulation 
and control.”3 Through the creation of 
choreography which juxtaposes the ab-

sence/trace of performance and its live 
embodiment, a frame is being created 
in which the very reproductive qual-
ity becomes the activity that jeopard-
ises but at once paradoxically affirms 
the presence. The choreographic duet, 
conceived in minimalist style, evolves 
a poetic figuration that leaves the im-
pression of harmonious inter-subjective 

27
The choreographic duet, The choreographic duet, 
conceived in minimalist conceived in minimalist 
style, evolves a poetic style, evolves a poetic 
figuration that leaves the figuration that leaves the 
impression of harmonious impression of harmonious 
inter-subjective dialogue inter-subjective dialogue 
between the dancers, whose between the dancers, whose 
movements are precise movements are precise 
yet semantically open to yet semantically open to 
the spectators’ yearning the spectators’ yearning 
for interpretation. for interpretation. 
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dialogue between the dancers, whose 
movements are precise yet semanti-
cally open to the spectators’ yearn-
ing for interpretation. Owing to such 
a constellation, the performance re-
sults in a series of interactions; in turn, 
their causality is elucidated thanks to 
the photographs projected in the back-
ground. Mimicking a sort of mirror, 
the photographs expose the moments 
and details of interaction between the 
dancers, putting their interrelation in 
the forefront. On a formal level, Sonja 
and Zrinka repeat and overtake certain 
movement motives one from another, 
thus remaining true to the logic of dou-
bling even on the choreographic level, 
a logic that becomes manifest in the re-
lation of the body to its photographic 
– phantom simulation. 

Apart from testifying to the impos-
sibility of fixation and hence the differ-
ence, repetition intensifies the sense of 
consumption and fragility of perform-
ing that disappears with time, con-
fronting us with the fragments and bits 
shaped by photography.

Articulating contemporary per-
formance practice as a process in 
which the body appears as contingent, 
essentially unfinished and dependent 
on the inter-subjective relation, Amelie 
Jones additionally turns her attention 
towards the medium in which the per-
formance is being archived and which 
becomes a kind of body supplement. 
The relation between the performance 
and its documentary trace further ac-
centuates the openness and the proces-
sual nature of body: “Seemingly acting 
as a ‘supplement’ to the ‘actual’ body 
of the artist in performance, the photo-
graph of the body art event or perform-
ance could, in fact, be said to expose 
the body itself as supplementary, as 
both the visible proof of the self and its 
endless deferral.”� Analysing this ad-
dictive relation established due to the 
fact that one (photography) represents 
the trace of another (performance and 
body), Jones concludes: “The body art 
event needs the photograph to confirm 
its having happened; the photograph 
needs the body art event as an ontologi-
cal ‘anchor’ of its indexicality.”5 

 

Thus the dialectic relation between 
presence and absence in Irma’s chore-
ography results in the appearance of 
paradoxical bodies whose status is at 
once real and de-territorialized. This 
volatile presence is made possible due to 
the ambiguous effect produced by the 
performance, which, on the one hand, 
is being performed in real-time in front 
of the audience, while on the other the 
performance appears as deferred, rep-
resented in retrospect in the form of a 
trace that testifies to its consumption 
and permanent disappearance.  77 

English translation:English translation: Katarina Pejović

1 Eduardo Cadava: Words of Light: The-

sis on the Photography of History, Princeton 

University Press, 1998

2 Roland Barthes, The Light Chamber, 

Rad, Beograd, 2004, pp. 17.

3 Peggy Phelan, Unmarked, Routledge, 

New York, 1996., pp. 148.

4 Amelie Jones, Body art/Performing the 

subject, University of Minnesota Press, Min-

neapolis, 1998., pp. 34. 
5 A. Jones, Ibid., pp. 37.
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A Panorama
in 8 Pictures

DDR – Welcome to Rijeka, theatre project  at specific location

Production Space +, directed by Žak valenta

> MAJA ĐURINOVIć

Žak Valenta’s passion for specific locations is a long lasting one. He per-
formed, directed and choreographed in deserted mines, underground 
passages, airports, city squares, old factories, deserted churches and 
medieval castles. In Welcome to Rijeka, he merges that interest with the 
need to articulate and question the identity of his home town. Dance 
historian and critic Maja Đurinović, took a ride on the Zagreb – Rijeka 
intercity train where a part of this performance actually takes place. 

29 DDR
Photos >Alan vukelić >>
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smoke real cigarettes, buy real jeans, 
coffee and washing powder… Money 
was exchanged under demeaning con-
ditions, those who had German Marks 
were always privileged everywhere; 
but then again, everybody seemed to 
get by…  

And then the West came to us. 

Picture 1.Picture 1. Train Station Sušak 
– Pećine 

The DDR Project is linked to the rail-
way company, a company that, with 
the construction of motorways and the 
expansion of the car industry, some-
how ended up on the sidelines, and so 
remained an uninteresting investment 

for foreign investors and capital, as a 
result of which it still bears the aura 
of the socialist image from the past. 
This is poignantly felt at the begin-
ning of the journey, on the small, run-
down station Sušak – Pećine, a station 
that seems  leftoverfrom the past. At 
the station we see a course and loud-
mouthed railway official intently read-
ing the newspapers and irritated by 
any distractions to the peace he en-
joys during his “working day”;  one of 
the employees is cooking Turkish cof-
fee, both are dressed in the traditional 
uniforms of railway officials (exceed-
ingly well performed by Dean lalević 
and Milijana Linta). We also see two 
dressed-up tourist workers looking like 

The general impression is of taking part in some old drama, one that is touching, 
realistic and comic. If you do not know all the actors, then you do not know who is 
actually an official of Croatian Railways – so  it is best to play by the rules of DDR. 

Although there is some dilemma 
about the title abbreviation, it is a witty 
welcome to any foreign visitor; it does 
however remain an association with 
the times when the world and Germa-
ny were divided into blocks. DDR was 
the east, socialist part of what is now 
the same country, and was an example 
of how a system influenced the men-
tality of the people and confirmed the 
repressive power of political conform-
ism. This was a time when SFR Yugosla-
via (S as in socialism) was saving itself 
riding a slalom called non-alignment.  
We preferred the West, democratic 
systems and capitalism. We wanted to 
and could  visit the West, because, just 
over the border, you could drink well, 

DDRDDR
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On one side of the narrow 
corridor there is a series 
of lockers. The performers 
are arranged inside them 
and on top of them. They 
climb, walk, come in and 
out of  their cramped cells 
like bees in a hive; they 
look out and slide back 
in like electric eels; they 
cadge cigarettes off the 
public whilst discussing 
and commenting on 
events and people they are 
mutually familiar with.

hostesses who still live in the past, but 
who desperately try to fit in with the 
new times by offering top-class servi-
ces in the traffic and tourism industry. 
The comic portrayal of the two host-
esses is left to Jelena lopatić and Ta-
nja Smoje, and they manage to convey 
an attempt at capturing the tourist’s 
attention at the small railway station 
in disrepair, which is without any at-
traction of its own, or  postcard view 
of Rijeka which would attract tour-
ists, by applying numerous details and 
tics to their gait. They have problems 
with the tight-fitting clothes and high 
heels; the microphone and earphones 
and receiver (which actually serves no 
purpose but to make communication 
more difficult); and they are polite and 
helpful. It is a matter of historical and 
geographical context, a context which 
includes both Trsat as well as the adja-
cent building site for yet another new, 
even bigger shopping mall. Everything 
is wonderful and exciting, everybody 

is friendly and good and the societies 
of national minorities are blooming! It 
is a witty and deliberated text present-
ing a guided group of people within an 
authentic context – waiting for a train, 
pacing up and down the platform with 
a shift in perspective every ten metres. 

In these shifts we notice an unusual 
person who does not seem to belong to 
either the hosts or the guests, or she 
belongs to both. She is shy and quiet, 
a sporty type of person, enclosed with-
in her own world; she stands by an im-
povised tent, collecting her clothes, 
stretching and packing.

The general impression is of tak-
ing part in some old drama, one that 
is touching, realistic and comic. If you 
do not know all the actors, then you do 
not know who is actually an official of 
Croatian Railways –so  it is best to play 
by the rules of DDR. 

DDR
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Picture 2.Picture 2. The Train

The train Zagreb – Rijeka arrives on 
schedule and everybody gets in. This 
is no promotional train, rigged up as a 
travelling theatre, like those that com-
rades and artists used to animate to 
boost the moral of the soldiers of the 
Red Army and to indoctrinate railway 
officials and peasants in the USSR in 
the 1920s. it is a normal, semi-filled 
train, so that when I visited the per-
formance, the majority of the audience 
remained standing; this did not dis-
courage the remaining hostesses who 
joined in with songs and stories whilst 
the amiable Croatian Railway hostesses 
offered coffee and newspaper. 

Picture 3.Picture 3. Platform 2

The arrival at the platform in Rije-
ka is accompanied by a reminder that 
DDR visitors should disembark the 
train at Platform 2. This allows the au-
dience to see Platform 1, its benches, 
the entrance to the railway building, 
people passing and waiting. It is not 
difficult to identify the animators. Al-
though they constantly mingle with 
and talk to the crowd of people, share 
the same space and narration with 

them, they are different due to the 
costumes they wear and the concen-
trated motion involved. They adapt to 
the rhythm of space and motion, they 
stylise and accentuate recognisable mo-
tions and states transforming them 
into sequences and etudes. Mila čuljak, 
Karolina Šuša, Ivana Kalc, Maja Dobri-
la, Ana Varšava, Gordana Svetopetrić 
and Sandra Žuvela wait, seek out, stalk, 
crawl, run, dream, catch suitcases or go 
through the rubbish, on their own or in 
pairs and then as a group. They join the 
passengers and then move away, they 
use windows, other people’s suicases, 
columns, benches. There is a series of 
parallel actions on the open scene of 
the platform with authentic scenogra-
phy and props.  

Among them, but at a distance is the 
unusual and reticent woman with a 
rucksack from the starting station.

Picture 4.Picture 4. Lockers

Accompanied by the voice over the 
Tannoy (nina Violić), the public enters 
the freshly refurbished railway station 
building, in which there are no more 
accidental travellers. On one side of 
the narrow corridor there is a series of 
lockers. The performers are arranged 

inside them and on top of them. They 
climb, walk, come in and out of  their 
cramped cells like bees in a hive; they 
look out and slide back in like electric 
eels; they cadge cigarettes off the pub-
lic whilst discussing and commenting 
on events and people they are mutu-
ally familiar with. Some of them start 
up quarrels, others try to calm them 
down. It is as if they are accustomed 
to living in this cramped space and 
to this habitual manner of socialis-
ing; a distorted form of going out and 
socialising.

Picture 5.Picture 5. The Check-In Desk

Judging by the voices, we realise 
there has been an incident at the lug-
gage check-in desk. A tense dialogue 
due to a misunderstanding on both 
sides turns grotesque. A passenger and 
foreigner, Kate Foley, asks the “friend-
ly” railway worker from the starting 
station to look after her rucksack for an 
hour. She talks to him in English and 
he answers back in a combination of 
languages he does not actually know, 
gradually becoming angrier and angri-
er the more she pleads with him, alone 
and lost. Provoked and self-righteous-
ly angry (after all his working day is 
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it would seem that Žak Valenta, the author and director of it would seem that Žak Valenta, the author and director of DDRDDR, is the initiator, or one of , is the initiator, or one of 
the initiators of labis, Trafika, Prostor +, the the initiators of labis, Trafika, Prostor +, the spiritus movensspiritus movens of the performance scene in  of the performance scene in 
Rijeka, a scene that today has its own force and authority with stress on personal, artistic Rijeka, a scene that today has its own force and authority with stress on personal, artistic 
communication with city spaces and their inhabitants; that is, it belongs to a genre that happens communication with city spaces and their inhabitants; that is, it belongs to a genre that happens 
at specific locations and is somewhere between dance, theatre, mime and performance art. at specific locations and is somewhere between dance, theatre, mime and performance art. 

over!) and unable to explain that there 
is another cloakroom, he slams shut 
the door to the check-in desk.   

Picture 6.Picture 6. The Concert 

There is  a rock concert taking place 
in front of the ticket counter in the cen-
tral area of the railway station. Smoke, 
fog, intensity and authenticity is re-
inforced by video projections on the 
walls. Whilst it is dark here with a va-
riety of different coloured reflectors, 
smoke screens, dancers in a trance, 
the night-life of the youth of Rijeka, 
the author video by Marin lukanović 
and Jelena Germuth depicts a day-
time Rijeka, its streets and people go-
ing about their everyday lives, an old-
er man sorting through the rubbish in 
search of plastic bottles, Rijeka’s sites 
and photographs, but nothing preten-

tious. Modern Rijeka has a strong and 
unique music scene. Punk, rock, heavy 
metal and new wave, rebellion, energy 
and consistency, the specific style and 
sound of Rijeka’s groups has undoubt-
edly left its mark as far as other related 
media are concerned and changed the 
attitude and style of young artists and 
conceptualists, especially in perform-
ance arts.  

Picture 7.Picture 7. The Waiting Room

We find ourselves in the station wait-
ing room. Foley is studying the maps 
and signs as the girls/performers enter 
the area, slowly circle it, lie on the ta-
bles, climb up on them, and then every-
thing becomes less and less cool, more 
agitated and aggressive. They push and 
throw things around, thump them…  
There is a fierce crescendo, at no point 
directed at the audience (deep in their 
own film, perhaps aided by drugs, they 
do not even notice) Their aggression is 
not really directed at each other, but 
is more set on autodestruction. It is a 

clean expulsion of negative energy, an 
articulation of inner rage… A voice on 
the Tannoy kindly asks visitors to come 
out onto the platform informing them 
that the station is closing.  

Picture 8.Picture 8. The Other Side of 
Platform 2

The exit to platform 1 offers a dif-
ferent perspective: the public is on the 
side of the building and the performers 
stand on the platform in a group like 
a gathering of enlightened youth. (Fo-
ley realises that her train has left and 
the railway official takes pity on her, 
touched by her despair, we hope he 
will help her… )

For the finale: Oh Rijeka, my city! A 
unison of strong female voices, a youth-
ful song with traditional motives and 
repetition of verses,  

Rijeko grade na Rječini, sve se mijen-
ja, niš’ ne brini! / Tvornice se zatvar-
aju, robni centri otvaraju! / Šminka i 
kafići svuda, kužiš, ono, stvar je luda! / 
Strašni, Riječani su strašni, sve je ful u 
tvojoj mašti. Rijeko! Grade! 

(Rijeka, oh city on the Riječina, eve-
rything changes, don’t you worry!/ 
Factories are closing, shopping malls 
are opening!/ Chic and cafes all around, 
get it, I mean, totally cool!/ The people 
from Rijeka are way out, it’s all in your 
imagination! Rijeka! Oh, city!)

************

it would seem that Žak Valenta, the 
author and director of DDR, is the ini-
tiator, or one of the initiators of Labis, 
Trafika, Prostor +, the spiritus movens 
of the performance scene in Rijeka, a 
scene that today has its own force and 
authority with stress on personal, artis-
tic communication with city spaces and 
their inhabitants; that is, it belongs to a 
genre that happens at specific locations 
and is somewhere between dance, the-

atre, mime and performance art. 
The theatre project – DDR Welcome 

to Rijeka is candid and vibrant, wittily 
critical but not in the negative sense, 
locally patriotic but not pretentious, 
which makes it an unusually and cyn-
ically funny “tourist brochure” of the 
city, performed with passion and im-
bued with love. In search of their own 
personal identity and that of their city, 
this team of authors and co-authors 
have discovered a mutual bond in the 
way they think and act, without the 
mysticism or poetics that are usually 
attached. Is it better anywhere else? 
Are the people of Rijeka to blame for 
all the scams, lies and the breakdown 
of its industry?  For the fall of a Medi-
terranean and internationally impor-
tant port and industrial centre that has 
its roots as far back as the first half of 
the 18th century when the Carolingian 

Road and then the railway were built, 
helping to link central Europe with the 
rest of the world? In the meantime ar-
mies, wars and governments have come 
and gone; Rijeka is the third largest city 
in Croatia, a land with a turbulent and 
rich cultural past and a murky unde-
fined future.  As in all countries expe-
riencing the syndrome of transition, in 
Rijeka many companies and industries 
are going under and disappearing…
and instead large shopping malls are 
appearing. This may seem unavoidable, 
as does the fact that young people want 
to leave and then come back. Is it pos-
sible to change a city through aware-
ness and conscience? Give it a person-
ality through youth and art? It seems 
that Valenta and those who share his 
views have found a modus vivendi: they 
capture and expand the spaces of their 
city by creating their own artistic ex-
pression and by gradually changing the 
habits and expectations of their com-
munity.  77

English translation: English translation: Tamara Budimir
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34
Contemporary 
dance companies 
and independent 
choreographers   "

Atelier Chorégraphique
Artistic director: Mark Boldin 
Contact: 
Susedgradska 5
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)1 363 26 49, 
+385 (0)98 180 96 78
nidlob@yahoo.co.uk
Type of work: contemporary dance 
theatre
About the company:
Atelier Chorégraphique was established in 
2001. Mark Boldin a former dancer of the 
ballet company of the Croatian National 
Theatre in Zagreb is one of the found-
ing members.  He  now works as chore-
ographer, artistic director and dancer of 
Atelier Chorégraphique. In his witty and 
poetic dance theater he combines dance, 
text, live music, open spaces, performed 
by dancers and actors. 
Current production:
 " Life, Dear Life, 2007, chor. Mark Bol-
din, 70 min., 7 performers 
Inspired by the music and voice of Roma-
nian folk singer Maria Tanase, the per-
formance is a sentimental reminiscence 
of times gone by. The seven virtuoso per-
formers unite their art of dance, theatre 
and poetry in a letter addressed to life it-
self. A rare occasion to hear and see Alex-
ander Balanescu in a live appearance.

BADco.
Contact:
Deželićev prilaz 26
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)98 317 586
badco@badco.hr
Type of work:
dance, performance, live art
About the company:
BADco. is a collaborative performance co-
llective based in Zagreb. The artistic core 
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34 of the collective is Pravdan Devlahović, 
Ivana Ivković, Ana Kreitmeyer, Tomislav 
Medak, Goran Sergej Pristaš, Nikolina 
Pristaš and Zrinka Užbinec. As a com-
bination of four choreographers, two 
dramaturges and one philosopher, since 
its beginning (2000), BADco. systemati-
cally focuses on the research of protocols 
of performing, presenting and observing 
by structuring its projects around diverse 
formal and perceptual relations and con-
texts. In BADco.’s work the commitment 
is towards experimentation and research, 

engaging its audience into transformed 
performed realities and evocative intel-
lectual constellations, education of danc-
ers and audiences, and contemporary 
debate on theatre and dance.
Current productions:
 " Changes, 2007, chor. Nikolina Pristaš, 
75 min., 6 performers
It is a dance performance that builds its lan-
guage upon a set of relations between par-
asites and producers, laziness and work, the 
sound of music and the sound of produc-
tion, the static and the changeable, silence 
and noise, the abstract and the gestural. 
 " Gravidation, 2007, chor. Pravdan De-
vlahović, 45 min., 2 performers
The allusion to being gravid in the title of 
this work correlates to the interest in the 
transformative power that the process of 
pregnancy, literally and metaphorically, 
implies for a woman’s body; this includes 
an interest in choreography that, on an 
abstract level, deals with the constraints 
that expel the body of a male dancer-per-
former into a “laden state”, the moments 
when the body becomes ponderous of it-
self. 
 " Memories Are Made Of This... per-
formance notes, 2006, dir. Goran Sergej 

Pristaš, 90 min., 6 performers
Memories Are Made Of This... perform-
ance notes is a project which, metaphori-
cally speaking, travels within a complex 
topology of memory. BADco. is approach-
ing the topic of memory via a process in-
trinsic to it – forgetting – suggesting two 
possibilities of entering this complex sub-
ject matter: to think in terms of vacuity, 
blankness, deletion, and further on, men-
tal fissures and emotional crack-ups. The 
performance is a kind of kaleidoscopic 
dérive through the fragmented textual 

tissue of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s story The 
Crack-Up, situational and atmospheric 
components of films dealing with mem-
ories, traces of dance materials and their 
spatial structures, and distorted real-time 
video material. 

dance_lab collective 
Artistic director: Nensi Ukrainczyk
Contact: 
Dolac 9 
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. + 385 (0)92 1092 234
nensi_eks@yahoo.co.uk
Type of work:
contemporary dance
About the company:
dance_lab collective was formed in 2003, 
out of a need to research established 
dance forms and for discoveries of new 
methods for creating dance vocabulary 
and dance performances. Several cho-
reographers present their artistic work 
within this company (Nensi Ukrainczyk, 
Petra Hraščanec, Roberta Milevoj). 
Current productions:
 " Ktisch’n’salt, 2007, chor. Nensi Ukra-
inczyk, 45 min., 4 performers

The performance deals with the prin-
ciples of editing, rhythm and composi-
tion which serve to present two parallel 
worlds of housewives in several different 
ways. An ordinary day of our housewives 
initially thought to be the same, becomes 
new and more unusual because of the 
way it is presented.
 " BorderLines, 2004, chor. Nensi Ukra-
inczyk, 30 min., 3 dancers
BorderLines investigate the time dimen-
sion and how a time continuum can be 
presented. Fixation and limitation of 

space together with movement repetition 
gradually direct the spectator’s attention 
to the dimension of time.

Maja Drobac
Contact: 
Marulićev trg 5
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
+385 (0)1 4854 082
mayagi81@gmail.com
Type of work: contemporary dance 
with the elements of Bharatanatyam
After graduated from the Theaterschool 
in Amsterdam and dancing with Magpie 
Music and Dance Company, Maja stud-
ied Bharatanatyam in India with guru 
Srimathi Lalithom Srinivasan. As an inde-
pendent choreographer she created the 
dance video Satu (2005) and Squirrels on 
the loose. 
Current productions: 
 " Squirrels on the loose, 2007, chor. 
Maja Drobac, 40min., 3 dancers
This dance performance emerged from 
Maja’s collaboration with dancers Darija 
Doždor and Ognjen Vučinić, both from 
Zagreb Dance Company. It is inspired by 
Maja’s travel experiences through Europe 
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and Asia, reflected upon through exten-
sive correspondence with photo journalist 
Anne Holmes.

Matija Ferlin
Contact: 
Koparska 56
52100 Pula
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)52 216 659, 
+385 (0)91 55 90 078
matija_ferlin@yahoo.co.uk
www.myspace.com/mferlin
http://blog.myspace.com/artikl

Type of work: contemporary dance, 
dance theatre, dance film
Matija Ferlin is a graduate of The School 
for New Dance Development in Amster-
dam. He has presented and performed 
his own work across Europe and in North 
America. His work includes several short 
movies, exhibitions and stage perform-
ances. He has worked with Sasha Waltz, 
Ame Henderson, Keren Levi, Martin But-
ler, Ivica Buljan, David Zambrano, Maja 
Delak and others. Since 2006 Matija has 
been actively teaching for dance com-
panies, schools and universities. He lives 

and works in Pula, Croatia.
Current productions: 
 " Another for the One, 2007, chor. 
Matija Ferlin, 65 min., 2 performers
The Other for the One finds its content in 
the intimate history of the two perform-
ers, who encounter flirtation, disappoint-
ment, sin and other matters of the heart. 
Ferlin in this performance tries to ignore 
any decorative moments that are linked 
to the performer’s physicality, and in this 
action of reducing finds new performative 
structures in a very dry and rough drama-
turgical set up.
 " SaD SaM (revisited), 2006, chor. Ma-
tija Ferlin, 40min., solo by choreographer
SaD SaM consists of a set of procedures 
ranging from humorous to painful, which 
paraphrases and repeats slogans by Kata-
lina Mella: “I explain myself/ in a natural 
way/ nothing can reveal my broken legs 
the world made me an animal/of dis-
trust ...”, within the field of contemporary 
dance poetics. The performance, featur-
ing sharp discontinuities in its narration, 
presents a set of anti-actions, each push-
ing Ferlin’s body/mind/presence/absence 
to the edge of capacity and beyond.

Andrea Gotovina 
Contact: 
Orbanin 77 (Busoler)
52 100 Pula
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)98 13 96 739
andrea.gotovina@mail.com
Type of work: contemporary dance
Andrea Gotovina was trained in Amster-
dam as a dancer, teacher and improvi-
ser. She recently replaced her Amsterdam 
habitat with her native one in Pula and 
Blue Friday is her first workin Croatia. 
Current production:
 " Blue Friday, 2008, chor. Andrea Goto-
vina, Roberta Milevoj, Ivan Blagajčević, 
45 min., 3 performers 
The performance received the 25th Dance 
Week Festival Award I Zagreb in 2008, 
for The Best Croatian Production.
Based on the idea of Andrea Gotovina 
and inspired by Victor Hugo’s statement 
“melancholy is the beauty of sadness”, 
the performers investigate and examine 
different forms of melancholy, its beauty 
and the atmosphere it brings about. 

Histeria NOVA
Artistic director: Marija Šćekić
Contact:
V.k.A.Stepinca 13
31400 Đakovo
Croatia
Tel/fax. +385 (0)31 814 718
info@histeria-nova.hr
www.histeria-nova.hr/www.histeriano-
va.com 
Type of work: Interdisciplinary projects, 
(art – science – technology) with focus on 
experimental choreography, real and vir-
tual. 
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About the company: From 1999 to 
2005, Histeria NOVA was pseudonym 
for Marija Šćekić, an independent cho-
reographer, performer and producer. In 
July 2005, she started a company with an 
aim to explore dance and choreography 
as movement theatre in which elements 
of audio-visual and performance arts are 
inseparable. 
Current productions:
 " Rhythm of Law Harmony, 2007, chor. 
Marija Šćekić, 60min, solo by choreogra-
pher 
The primary focus of this piece is on 
music, composed by Zoran Šćekić. The 
choreographic structure is partially pre-
determined by musical structure and 
supports the major idea behind the title, 
highlighting subtle, sophisticated move-
ments in both music and dance. 
 " Modulation shape 2, 2007, chor. Ma-
rija Šćekić, 50 min., 6 dancers 
Special acknowledgment for innovative 
artistic expression for environment pro-
tection (delivered by European Commis-
sion and Umis – Smea Association) 
The project is inspired by echolocation 
– marine mammals’ system of commu-
nication. The dance is in six parts which 
correspond to the song structure of a 
humpback whale. Small movement pat-
terns were selected and written in the 
form of graphic chart (choreographic 
score) and software was made to trans-
late the score into 3D visualization. 
 " Shadow, 2003-05, chor. Marija Šćekić, 
40 min., 2 dancers 
Association of Croatian Dramatic Artists 
Award (2006) for the best dance produc-
tion. 
Shadow balances between forms of clas-
sical ballet, contemporary dance, butoh 
and free jazz music. It is an attempt to 
create dance which dwells within oppo-
site dynamics of two dancers, completely 
different in terms of their race, sex, age, 
nationality, cultural background, dance 
education and artistic expression, politi-
cal and religious beliefs. Their differences 
create one mutual thought, a movement 
in which they both look the same. The 
performance is a duet between Marija 
Šćekić and buto dancer Tadashi Endo. 

Aleksandra Janeva
Contact:
Ferenčica 47
10000 Zagreb
Croatia 
Tel. +32 (0)48 466 47 47,  + (0)91 751 15 99 
ajaneva@gmail.com
Type of work: contemporary dance
Born in Macedonia, Aleksandra stud-
ied at dance academies in Brugge and 
Lier in Belgium. She worked with Studio 
Contemporary Dance Company, Zagreb 
Dance Company and BADco. in Zagreb 
where she made her first piece 4 and won 
Grand Prix Tendances in Luxembourg. In 
Germany she worked with Ismael Ivo and 
Ana Mondini, in France with company 

System Castafiore and in Belgium with 
Brice Leroux, David Hernandez and Mel-
anie Munt.
Current productions:
 " Serious series, 2008, chor. Aleksan-
dra Janeva and Melanie Munt, 35 min., 3 
performers 
Serious Series is the first collaborative 
choreographic work by Melanie Munt and 
Aleksandra Janeva in cooperation with 
musician Fabrizio Rot. In the performance 
we see a diverse series of researches pre-
sented in episodes of random order. The 
performers genuine honesty and dedi-
cation in the presented material at times 
appears absurd, and also touching. 
 " Neem, 2007, chor. Aleksandra Janeva, 
28 min, 2 performers
Neem is a piece to be taken as it is. They 
take a second to see what has happened; 
to fill in that second and create the next 
one as this one has already expired. We 
observe several short propositions of the 
same dance material while the musician 

has a parallel story not connected to the 
dancer – his disregard of what is happen-
ing near him changes the dance material. 
The beginning and the end are not de-
cided on by performers, but by a kitchen 
timer allowing the same duration to each 
segment of performance. The perform-
ers’ relation is uncertain and continuously 
changing with shifts in focus.

Kik Melone 
Artistic director: Silvia Marchig
Contact:
Laščinska 21a 
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)98 644 358
m_silvi@yahoo.com
Type of work: contemporary dance and 
interdisciplinary research
About the company:
Silvia Marchig, born in Rijeka, started 
her dance education at Ballet Studio of 
the National Theatre in Rijeka, continued 
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at Palucca Schule Dresden and at Dance 
Academy of Highschool for Music and 
Performing Arts Heidelberg – Mannheim, 
where she graduated in dance and dance 
pedagogy. She works in Zagreb and Ri-
jeka as freelance dancer, pedagogue and 
choreographer.
Current productions:
 " Exhibition, 2008, chor. Silvia Marchig, 
55 min., 3 performers
The performance Exhibition is the result 
of the self-questioning of two dancers 
and one singer, working together around 
the common denominator “performer”. 
The questions they are dealing with are: 
What are my personal motifs for per-
forming on stage? Why do I want to be 
watched and heard? Why do I choose my 

body as a medium of communication? 
What is my ultimate exhibition? Instead 
of answers, the performers and the au-
dience find their own fascinations, ob-
sessions, (self)-imposed roles, limits of 
shyness, auto-irony, the tragic comedy 
and the general human need for being 
accepted.
 " Kardioadapter, 2004, chor. Silvia Mar-
chig, 38 min., 2 performers
In this duet, dancers formed two opposite 
poles of one person torn between a de-
sire for movement and stillness. The main 
motif is red shoes, as symbol of move-
ment and dance. 

k.o./kombinirane operacije/ 
Contact: 
k.o./kombinirane operacije/ 
Klekovačka 32 
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
to@kombiniraneoperacije.hr
www.kombiniraneoperacije.hr 
Type of work: choreography based 
projects, performances and multimedia 
dance work
About the company: The artistic trio 
k.o. (kombinirane operacije/combined 
operations ) was formed in 1998  at The 
Festival of Youth in Kikinda (Serbia). From 
1998 – 2003 the group worked under the 
name OBEPYu. The first works of the 
group were conceptually founded on the 
confrontation of different cultural and 
ideological legacies that members brought 
with them and linked with the problem of 
the status of the artist in politically unsta-
ble time and space. The collaboration of 
Saša Božić, Željka Sančanin and Barbara 
Matijević has developed non-institutional 
models of artistic work and production 
in contemporary dance and perform-
ance surroundings. Their work balances 
between performance, live art, and mul-
timedia, and always searches for an un-
conventional and anti-elitist approach to 
choreography and performance. 
Current productions: 
 " I am 1984, 2008, chor. Barbara Mati-
jević, Giuseppe Chicho, 40 min., solo
Performance that unites the choreogra-
phy of text and drawing. It is a juxtapo-
sition and network of different layers of 
historic narrative from private, national 
and world history, with an emphasis on 
development of mass media, PC, and tel-
ecommunication. This witty and unusual 
performance is structured as a lecture 
demonstration, with multi-colored dia-
grams and drawings on a white board. 
 " Dog Eat Dog, 2008, chor. Željka 
Sančanin, 55 min., 4 performers
Dog Eat Dog is based on the process of 
re-working selected dance and thea-
tre ready-mades and translating sources 
founnd in different media contexts: car-
toon and animated puppet films, mute 
films, stories about other performances.  
 " Bloom , 2007, chor. Željka Sančanin, 
25 min., 2 performers  
Solo performance with addition of another 
dancer Bloom is a choreographical pseu-
do-festivity taking as its subject whatever 
movement as well as its oppressive need 
to produce a whatever meaning.
 
Liberdance
Artistic director: Rajko Pavlić
Contact:
Jurišićeva 7
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel/fax. + 385 (0)1 481 36 55, 
+ 385 (0)98 164 77 00
ples@liberdance.hr
www.liberdance.hr

Type of work: contemporary dance
About the company: Liberdance was 
founded by dancer and choreographer 
Rajko Pavlić in 1991. His style is a spe-
cific fusion of highly physical contempo-
rary dance with other dance forms such 
as folk, show dance, break, and ballroom 
dance. 
Current productions: 
 " Concerto a Lazybones and Deadbeat, 
2006, chor. Rajko Pavlić, 55 min., 2 per-
formers
Duet for a dancer and live music perform-
er. Based on dance and folk tradition in 
fusion with contemporary dance. After 
almost a decade of working as a chore-
ographer Rajko Pavlić made a come back 
as a performer, questioning his own iden-
tity as between traditional and contem-
porary.  
 " Domesticus vulgaris or Plain Domes-
tic, 2005, chor. Rajko Pavlić, 45 min., 4 
performers
This performance combines contempo-
rary ethno music with contemporary 
dance infused with folk dance and ani-
mated film. Innovative choreography 
takes a witty, sarcastic and intimate ap-
proach to Croatian folk tradition that 
spreads into urban landscapes. 
 
Marmot
Artistic director: Irma Omerzo 
Contact:
Draškovićeva 62
10000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)98 746 009 
irma.omerzo@zg.t-com.hr
Type of work: contemporary dance, 
dance films, education, live actions
About the company: Irma Omerzo was 
trained at the Centre National de Danse 
Contemporaine, i. e. CNDC in Angers, 
France. She started Marmot in Zagreb in 
2000, after a 12 year career as a profes-
sional dancer in France (Phillipe Decoufle, 
Francois Verret). Her work covers a wide 
range of activities, including dance piec-
es, films, actions, performances, dance 
experiments and educational programs in 
Croatia and abroad.
Current production: 
 " Foto – plession/Photo – danssion, 
2008, chor. Irma Omerzo, 30 min., 4 per-
formers
A stage essay on dance and photography, 
on traces left by their records, on elu-
siveness and discovering the hidden, on 
subjective interpretations, on relentless 
melting of time, on pseudo presence and 
signs of absence.

OOUR
Contact: 
II Apatinski odvojak 9
10040 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel/fax. + 385 (0)1 461 33 43, 
+ 385 (0)91 547 10 33
selma_banich@yahoo.com
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Type of work: collaborative performing 
art/performance research
About the company: OOUR is a col-
laborative group of performance art-
ists founded in 2003 in Zagreb. The core 
group consists of dancers and choreog-
raphers Selma Banich and Sandra Banić, 
performer Mila Čuljak, and musician 
Adam Semijalac. In their stage produc-
tions by reducting choreographic material 
they investigate the edges of performance 
art, especially the mechanism of percep-
tion, deconstruction of choreographic 
and performing protocols and authentic-
ity of stage experience. 
Current productions: 
 " Chew, 2008, chor. Selma Banich, 50 
min., solo by choreographer 

This solo performance is inspired by the 
work of the photographer Cindy Sher-
man. Minimalist movements are among 
layers of movement quotation, associa-
tions and images. This work is developed 
around the idea of the presence of the 
performer as the only authentic fact of 
the performance. Highly critical, it fuses 
the intimate and the political, the mini-
malistic and the poetic. 
 " Salon, 2007, 60 min., 2 performers
 " Creation of Eve, 2006, 55min., 2 per-
formers
Both performances by Selma Banich, San-
dra Banić and theater director Oliver Frljić 

work with the ideas of what the body 
performs and why it performs. Through 
a series of simple and repetitive gestures 
it suggests that the body itself, without 
layers of choreographic interventions, can 
be defined as dance performance.
 
Sonja Pregrad
Contact: 
Kamenjak 1 
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)91 167 01 04
sonja.pregrad@gmail.com  
Type of work: contemporary dance, 
improvisation
Sonja Pregrad studied dance in Zagreb, 
and at Rotterdam Dance Academy, the 

School for the New Dance Development 
and the Arnhem Dance Academy. As a 
dancer, choreographer and improviser she 
worked with Keren Levi, Irma Omerzo, 
Willi Dorner, Magpie Music and Dance 
Improvisational Company and Aharon Is-
rael. 
Current production: 
 " Oh my body if only you were here 
with me, 2007, chor. Sonja Pregrad, 
25min., solo by choreographer
Observing the body in relationship with 
space and other objects in the space, this 
solo attempts to offer plurality of per-
spectives: the body is being presented as 

both subject and object, the one who per-
forms the action and the one upon whom 
the action is being performed, while the 
auto referential comments of the author 
on the subject of her own body, identity, 
hurt and death are woven into the struc-
ture. 

Prostor+/Space +
Artistic director: Žak Valenta 
Contact:
Molekula
Prostor+ 
Delta 5/1 
51000 Rijeka
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)99 402 66 28 
prostorplus@gmail.com 
www.prostorplus.hr
Type of work: performing arts educa-
tional and presenting activities
About the company: Prostor + was 
founded in 2002, as an association that 
organizes educational projects in the 
field of contemporary dance and physi-
cal theater. It produces performances of 
young and emerging as well as estab-
lished directors and choreographers. 
Current production: 
 " Welcome to Rijeka, 2006, dir. Žak 
Valenta, 90 min., 12 performers 
Site-specific theatre performance that starts 
at a train station, continues on the train 
Zagreb-Rijeka and finishes at main train 
station of Rijeka. It’s aim is to question 
the phenomenon of urban mentality, 
the ways it emerges and how deeply it 
is rooted. This extremely funny, dynamic 
and surprising piece that takes audience 
on a sightseeing tour of City of Rijeka. 
Film version also available. 

PULS Company
Artistic director: Ana-Maria 
Bogdanović, Katarina Đurđević
Contact:
Park Ribnjak 1
10000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385(0)91 311 21 50
uppu.puls@gmail.com 
www.uppu-puls@net.hr 
Type of work: contemporary dance, 
multimedia project
About the company: Association of 
Professional Dance Artists PULS was 
founded 2001 by dance artist Katarina 
Đurđević and Ana-Maria Bogdanović. 
PULS is a dance centre with an educa-
tional program, and dance company. 
Current productions:
 " 093/90-60-90, 2008, chor. Katarina 
Đurđević, 40 min., solo
The performance deals with the issue of 
a hectic day a contemporary woman, an 
artist and a mother has to deal with daily. 
The symbol of it is a mobile phone that 
interrupts her every action, including a 
live dance performance. 
 " I am., 2007, chor. Ana-Maria Bogda-
nović, 50 min., 3 dancers
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I am. is a co-production by PULS and  
Slovenian art association Imani. Inspired 
by Antony de Mello’s lectures Aware-
ness, the performers explore the layers 
that evade our means of cognitive and 
verbal perception. Is our being capable of 
reaching its apex and its essence through 
movement, through dance? Can dance 
emphasize or even celebrate our being? 
What does it mean to be? When are we 
truly being? I dance, therefore I am.
 " An armchair, 2006, chor. Katarina 
Đurđević 50 min., 2 performers
The story of the human struggle for pow-
er, told in a direct and witty way by a 
singer and a dancer.

Studio contemporary dance 
company
Artistic director: Bosiljka Vujović - 
Mažuran
Contact:
Teslina 7
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)91 65 27 392
studio.dance@zg.t-com.hr
www.ssp.hr
About the company: The Studio Contem-
porary Dance Company is the oldest 
dance company in Croatia (founded in 
1962). The work of the company is based 
on the tradition of contemporary dance 
expression, which always embraces new 
cultural trends and adjusts to the require-
ments of artistic and cultural communica-
tion. In its long history, the company has 

produced numerous contemporary dance 
performances in collaboration with re-
spected Croatian and foreign choreogra-
phers. 
Current productions: 
 " Small forms, 2008, 95 min., 3 solos
Triple bill created in choreography re-
search project with Studio Contemporary 
Dance Company. Light Transfer by Branko 
Banković Entirely personal or how did I 
peel onions by Ivana Miletić – Piškor and I 
am trying…ok?! (I am not clever but I am 
sweet) by Iva Višak 
 " Marathon, 2007, chor. Mirjana Preis, 
40min., 3 performers 
Marathon is an exciting dance perform-
ance which in a unique way talks about 
the impossibility of communication be-
tween people in our world. 
 " A woman who speaks too much, 
2005, chor. Mirjana Preis, 40 min., 3 per-
formers 
One woman: her frustrations, relation-
ship with her partner, her life in a “man’s 
world” and the search for her own self. 
The characters are caricatures, and the 
dancing figures are inventive, somewhat 
comic and detached from the complexity 
of reality.

Sodaberg Choreographic 
Laboratory
Artistic director: Marjana Krajač
Contact:
Sodaberg koreografski laboratorij 
Opatička 6 
10 000 Zagreb 
Croatia
Tel. + 385 (0)1 485 18 71, 
+ 385 (0)91 300 78 78 
contact@sodaberg.hr 
www.sodaberg.hr
Type of work: choreographic research/
contemporary dance
About the company: Sodaberg is a 
dance company founded in 2005 by cho-
reographer and dancer Marjana Krajač 
which gathers artists from different fields 
of contemporary dance. Sodaberg dedi-
cates its forces to a constant re-evalua-
tion of the actual artistic work action as 
well as the thinking process around it. So-
daberg stands simultaneously for a wide 
variety of functions; from the dance com-
pany over organization of authors, to the 
thinking field, blog, activation platform, 
brand, opera production office or what-
ever is needed to fulfill the most current 
artistic occupation. 
Current productions: 
 " R. Strauss: Ariadne on Naxos, 2008, 
chor.Marjana Krajač, 68 min., 3 perform-
ers
In the frame of her long term research in 
interfacing opera and choreographic acti-
vation, Marjana Krajač continues this line 
of work with the opera material Ariadne 
auf Naxos by Richard Strauss. Using the 
Strauss’ opera material as a base, Ariadne 
on Naxos is at the same time a reaction to 
an opera proposal and its inscening. 
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 " Endless Love - a solo, 2007, chor. Mar-
jana Krajač, 38 min., solo by choreographer 
Dance piece that deals with different 
ways of perfomativity, includes differnet 
approaches to movement, singing and 
stage filled with plants. 
 " Victora Beckham has Migraine, 2006, 
chor. Marjana Krajač, 80 min., 4 performers 
Using the Resnais’ film “Je t’aim, Je t’aim” 
as the structural starting point, this piece 
performatively works on the temporary 
abolishment of the referential field which 
has been opened by its title. The per-
formance works with accumulation as a 
functional exchange for a hierarchy. 

Tala dance center 
Artistic directors: Tamara Curić, Larisa 
Lipovac
Contact:
Larisa Lipovac 
Saborska 18
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia 
Tel. + 385 (0)91 655 51 37
larisa@tala.hr 
Tamara Curić 
B. Magovca 50
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. + 385 (0)91 655 51 34 
tamara@tala.hr 
www.tala.hr
Type of work: contemporary dance, 
dance theatre
About the company: Established in 
2000 by dance artists Tamara Curić and 
Larisa Lipovac. The Dance Centre’s pro-
gram focuses on the popularization of the 
contemporary through education, net-
working, dance productions and through 
its Platform of Young Choreographers. 
Current productions:
 " Don’t be afraid, I am afraid too, 2008, 
chor. Ksenija Zec, 60 min., 2 performers
Women and men, a dancer and an ac-
tor, confront their fears and anxieties in 
a witty, warm and personal performance 
that combines dance, movement, text 
and sound.  
 " Out of service, 2007, chor. Keren Levi, 
55 min., 5 performers
Out of service is a performance that deals 
with questions of availability, on personal 
and interpersonal levels, in and out of the 
theatrical context. The five performers 
have their own angle on the subject. 
 " Seed, 2006, chor. Tamara Curić, 24 
min., 2 dancers
There is no wrong outcome because eve-
ry emotion, idea, sense, and rapture have 
already enriched the cosmic garden.
 " Men in skirts - women too!?, 2005, 
chor. Larisa Lipovac, Tamara Curić, 55 
min., 6 dancers
Six persons, three men and three wom-
en, in the same space. Preoccupied with 
the same theme, thinking over the same 
questions, wearing the same skirts. On 
their path they discover their skirt, their 
personality. They are free to be them-

selves, accepting themselves as they are.

TRAFIK (Transitive – Fiction 
Theatre)
Artistic director: Magdalena Lupi
Contact:
Janka Polića Kamova 20
51 000 Rijeka 
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)91 541 13 57
trafik@trafik.hr
www.trafik.hr
Type of work: physical theatre, contem-
porary dance, mime, site-specific theatre
About the company: Trafik is an inde-
pendent theatre company founded in Ri-
jeka in 1998 with the aim of exploring a 
theatre of movement, mime and physi-
cal theatre. Its performances often deal 
with the specific identity of Rijeka; their 
expression is characterized by innovative 
and clear physicality, sensibility to space 
and humor. 
Current productions:
 " Embodiment, 2007, chor. Žak Valen-
ta, 35 min., solo by author
In his solo, Žak Valenta is interested in 
“the embodied performer”, through the 
personal performing experience.  Here, 
the body becomes a lonely transmit-

ter of all invisible sensors.  It is fragile 
and sensitized to all external stimulus. It 
is exhausted in the process of trying to 
solve personal rebus tasks. Self-healing in 
patching invisible wounds. The moment 
he creates only for us, he tries to catch 
with the extended gaze of a careful ob-
server foro whom nothing ever slips by. 
Which final material of the performance 
does the performer choose? What is it 
that the public sees in the end?
 " Gramatika, 2007, dir. Magdalena Lupi, 
55 min., 4 performers
In the foreground of the performance are 
the Gramatica sisters – Emma and Irma 
– once world renowned theatre and film 
actresses who lived in Rijeka in the first 
half of the 20th century, and today are 
on the edge of memory in their home-
land. The performance doesn’t strive to 
present their biography, but rather an im-
aginary world which concentrates on the 
individual in relationship to a body.

VRUM/Sanja Tropp Frühwald
Contact: 
VRUM
Avenija Dubrava 144
10000 Zagreb
Croatia  
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Tel. +385 (0)91 882 23 51, 
+43 (0)699 104 22 388 (Austria) 
fruehwalds@yahoo.com
Type of work: contemporary dance thea-
tre
Sanja is a choreographer and dancer, and 
graduated from the Salzburg Experimen-
tal Academy of Dance (SEAD). She col-
laborated with many choreographers and 
directors (Tanja Zgonc, Charles Linehan, 
Matej Kejžar, Ted Stoffer, Matsune&Subal, 
Eileen Standley, Ori Flomin), and she is 
an author of a variety of dance projects 
presented in Croatia, Slovenia, Slovakia, 
Austria, Germany, Sweden, Finnland, Ita-
ly, Portugal and Argentina. She is a one 
of the founders of several  non-govern-
mental organizations that are dealing with 
contemporary dance,  theatre and alterna-
tive culture. She works as a guest teacher 
on Mozarteum university and ORFF In-
stitute in Salzburg and is artistic leader of 
the performing arts collective VRUM.
Current productions: 
 " Tainted, 2008, chor. Sanja Tropp Früh-
wald, 45 min., 4 performers
This piece is based on the fragmentation 
of power relations. The interest of the 
choreographer in the semiotics of the 
mundane, and the relationship between 
language, images and gestures is fused 
with various aspects of choreography.
 " Something to do with death, 2008, 
chor. Sanja Tropp Frühwald, 30 min., solo 
by choreographer

The starting position of this choreogra-
phic research is performative analysis of 
structures that influence the way in which 
we perceieve the performer, her codes 
and movements. The product is stage 
material for a solo performer on the rem-
nants of everyday heroism. Research of 
film directing structures and  a search for 
specific time – space relations between 
movie cuts and choreographic methods 
represents a special layer of interest.  
 " Almost, 2006, chor. Sanja Tropp Früh-
wald, 20 min., 5 performers
Awarded as the Best Young choreogra-
pher on The Platform of Young Choreog-
raphers, Zagreb, 2007.
This piece of dance theatre with move-
ment, singing, lemons and balloons, is 
devised around the statement: “today 
I’m gonna live my life to the max… then I 
realized…’ live life to the max’  is a Pepsi 
advertising slogan…”
 
Zagreb Dance Company
Artistic director: Snježana Abramović 
Milković
Contact:
Hebrangova 36 
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)91 252 74 55 
zpa@zg.t-com.hr
www.zagrebackiplesniansambl.hr
Type of work: contemporary dance

About the company: Since its foun-
dation in 1972, Zagreb Dance Compa-
ny has remained uncompromising in its 
thinking of dance as artistic expression. 
Zagreb Dance Company has an enviable 
continuity of its work and has educated 
a number of dancers and dance experts 
working in Croatia and abroad. The com-
pany has performed at all important 
festivals as well as in all big theatres in 
Croatia. In the last few seasons, Zagreb 
Dance Company has been systematically 
working on the internationalization of the 
dance art in Croatia and has co-operated 
with significant foreign choreographers 
and pedagogues. 
Current production: 
 " Ogoljeno/Stripped, 2007, chor Snje-
žana Abramović Milković, 60 min., 8 per-
formers
The world of opera is entirely fictional 
and it provides a possibility to play around 
with the stereotypes and  myths on which 
contmporaneity is based on. We are us-
ing the world of opera as a tool forinves-
tigation into the melodramatic feeling of 
life served to us through  everyday me-
dia. Stripped is dance project which uses 
the ironisation of contemporary male-
female relations as a tool, and employes 
the language of suggestion at the same 
time. Eight excellent dancers lead the 
spectators into the world of the extremes 
and the ironized paradises offered to us 
through a contemporary sense of life.

Croatian National Theatre in Split_Pulcinella
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Ballet Companies   " 

The Ballet of the Croatian 
National Theatre in Rijeka
Artistic director: Staša Zurovac
Contact: 
Hrvatsko narodno kazalište Ivana pl. 
Zajca Rijeka
Uljarska 1
51 000 Rijeka
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)51 373 501
Fax. +385 (0)51 212 600
balet@hnk-zajc.hr
www.hnk-zajc.hr
About the company:
The Ballet of the Croatian National Thea-
tre in Rijeka has a long history. In their 
first years of existence they produced bal-
let acts within opera productions; the first 
independent ballet production was cre-
ated in 1947. In the following decades, 
apart from hosting the great Russian bal-
let artists Olga Orlova and Nina Kirsano-
va, the company also hosted a number of 
well known Yugoslavian choreographers 
and ballet pedagogues (Sonja Kastl, Ve-
sna Butorac-Blaće, Miljenko Štambuk, 
Drago Boldin, Slavko Pervan etc.). In the 
seventies, the famous ballet choreogra-
pher and pedagogue Norman Dixon be-
came the artistic director and he staged 
many successful ballets in his ten year 
stay in Rijeka. Since 2003, the artistic di-
rector has been Staša Zurovac, an excep-
tionally successful choreographer of the 
younger generation. Under his direction, 
the company has developed a unique 
modern ballet vocabulary. 
Current productions: 
 " S. S. Prokofiev, Romeo and Juliet, 
chor. Staša Zurovac
 " Evening of Milko Šparemblek: F. 
Chopin, Eptiaf for Frederic, B. Bartók. 
The Miracoulus Mandarin, chor. Milko 
Šparemblek
 " Tango, chor. Edward Clug 
 " Cirkus Primitiff Ballet, chor. Staša 
Zurovac

The Ballet of the Croatian 
National Theatre in Split 
Artistic director: Almira Osmanović
Contact: 
Trg Gaje Bulata 1
21 000 Split
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)21 346 360
balet@hnk-split.hr
About the company: 
The company was founded in 1940 and 
since that time it has continually worked 
to popularize ballet in the coastal town 
of Split. Its first choreographer was Ana 
Roje, a renowned ballet artist and chore-
ographer. The company, although smaller 
that the Zagreb one, has managed to keep 
some well-known classical and national 
ballets on the repertoire (Giselle, Romeo 
and Juliet, Petrushka, Firebird and The 

Devil in the Village), for decades. 
Artistic director Almira Osmanović (a 
national principal dancer) refreshed the 
repertoire with both classical and con-
temporary productions by many guest 
choreographers (Gagik Ismailian, Rami 
Be’er, Staša Zurovac). The company has 
established itself as one of the most pop-
ular in Croatia, and tours internationally 
with great frequency, due to its smaller 
number of dancers relative to the Nation-
al Ballet based in Zagreb.
Current productions:
 " S. S. Prokofiev, Romeo and Juliet, 
chor. Youri Vamos
 " I. Stravinsky, Pulcinella, chor. Kol 
Simcha, Shpiel Es, chor. Mark Ribaud 
and Nils Christe  
 " K. Khachaturian, Cipollino, chor. 
Henrik Majorov 
 " Magnum, chor. Rami Be’er 
 " P. I. Tchaikovsky, Swan Lake,chor.
Valentina Ganibalova
 " P.I. Tchaikovsky, The Nutcracker, 
chor. Božica Lisak after W. Orlikowsky
 
The Ballet of the Croatian 
National Theatre in Zagreb
Artistic director: Irena Pasarić
Contact: 
Croatian National Theatre
Trg Maršala Tita 15
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia

Tel. + 385 (0)1 488 842
hnk@hnk.hr
www.hnk.hr 
About the company: 
The beginning of ballet in Croatia is re-
lated to the premier in 1876 of what was 
until now the most popular Croatian op-
era, Nikola Šubić Zrinski, by the nobleman 
Ivan Zajc. The beginning of professional 
Croatian ballet began in 1921, when the 
great ballet artists Margareta and Maxi-
milian Froman pursued their careers in Za-
greb. In 1937, the ballet The Devil in the 
Village by Fran Lhotka, choreographed by 
Pia and Pino Mlakar, premiered, and has 
remained the most performed and most 
significant Croatian ballet to the present 
day. Oskar Harmoš and Ana Roje were 
artistic directors for many years and their 
repertoire always included the works of 
Croatian authors along with classical and 
neoclassical ballets. The company’s rep-
ertoire has always consisted of the most 
significant and poplar works of classical 
ballet literature, choreographies by con-
temporary ballet authors, and Croatian 
classical and contemporary works. Guest 
performances by great European ballet 
dancers, which have been a continuous 
aim, are always exceptionally well accept-
ed both by audiences and critics. 
Current productions: 
 " S. Prokofiev, Cinderella, chor. Derek 
Dean
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 " M. Nećak, Danse Macabre, chor. 
Staša Zurovac  
 " Ballet Evening, chor. Nacho Duato, 
Vasco Wellenkamp, Leo Mujić 
 " F. Lhotka, The Devil in the Village 
chor. Pia and Pino Mlakar
 " P. I. Tchaikovsky, The Nutcracker,  
chor. Waczlaw Orlykovski
 " L. Delibes, Coppélia on Montmartre, 
chor. Youri Vàmos
 " G. Mahler, Songs of Love and Death, 
chor. Milko Šparemblek  
 " P. I. Tchaikovsky, Swan Lake, chor. 
Derek Dean
 " P. I. Tchaikovsky, Sleeping Beauty, 
chor. Derek Dean
 " A. Adam, Giselle, chor. Iraida Lukašova

Ballet Troupe Croatia
Artistic director: Svebor Sečak
Contact: 
Ludinska 24
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel/fax. + 385 (0)1 230 26 29, 
+ 385 (0)98 454 355 
svebor.secak@usa.net 
info@ballet-troupe-croatia.com 
www.ballet-troupe-croatia.com
About the company:
Svebor Sečak, a principal dancer of the 
Croatian National Theatre and an inter-
nationally acclaimed artist, founded Ballet 

Troupe Croatia in 1994. It is a professional 
touring company featuring principals and 
soloists of the Croatian National Theatre 
in Zagreb, Croatia, as well as other bal-
let artists. In its repertoire the troupe has 
smaller classical ballets, contemporary 
works and national titles. The troupe has 
had numerous tours and has given many 
visiting performances throughout Croatia 
as well as in other countries. 
Current productions: 
 " J. Strauss Jr, Graduation Ball, chor. 
David Lichine
 " K. Baranović, The Gingerbread Heart, 
chor. Svebor Sečak
 " F. Lehar, The Merry Widow, chor. 
Sonja Kastl
 " P.I. Tchaikovsky, Hamlet, chor. Svebor 
Sečak 
 " A. Khachaturian, Caligula, chor. Sve-
bor Sečak

Lado – Folk Dance Ensemble of 
Croatia
Artistic Director: Ivan Ivančan
Contact: 
Lado
Trg Maršala Tita 6a
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. + 385 (0)1 482 84 72
Fax.  +385 (0)1 482 84 74
mario@lado.hr

www.lado.hr
About the company:
Lado was founded in 1949 in Zagreb as 
professional national folk ensemble. The 
ensemble’s 36 brilliant dancers are also 
excellent singers. The impressive choreo-
graphic and musical repertoire honors 
original folk art, making the ensemble  
recognizable and well-known throughout 
the world.   

Dance Festivals   "

Dance and Non-Verbal Theatre 
Festival Sanvincenti
Artistic director: Snježana Abramović 
Milković
Time/place: July, Sanvinceti, Istria 
International dance festival, placed in a 
small picturesque town in central Istria, 
with an open air stage. Initially the or-
ganizers were aiming to dislocate mod-
ern dance from the  capital city of Zagreb  
and to create a Mediterranean dance ha-
ven. With tremendous success over the 
past eight years, the festival has changed 
the image of contemporary dance in 
Croatia, opening up a space for interna-
tional cooperation between artists and 
performers, and creating a forum for the 
exchange of ideas and projects.
Contact: Snježana Abramović Milković
Hebrangova 36 
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)91 252 74 55 
zpa@zg.t-com.hr
www.svetvincenatfestival.com
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Dance Week Festival
Artistic director: Mirna Žagar
Time/place: end of May/Jun, Zagreb
This annual international festival of con-
temporary dance has, since its inception 
in 1982, presented well over 500 interna-
tionally acclaimed artists and companies 
and has positioned contemporary dance 
and its appearing expressions firmly on 
the Croatian cultural scene. Its eclectic 
programming is a platform for encounters 
of diverse choreographic visions and for 
dialogue across art disciplines.
Contact: 
Dance Week Festival 
Croatian Institute for Movement and 
Dance
Bijankinijeva 5 
10000 Zagreb 
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)1 464 11 54 
Tel/Fax. +385 (0)1 462 19 67,
 +385 (0)1 462 19 69
hipp-tsp@zg.t-com.hr
www.danceweekfestival.com

Platform of Young 
Choreographers
Artistic directors: Tamara Curić, Larisa 
Lipovac
Time/place: October, Zagreb
Annual international festival that gath-
ers young and emerging choreographers 
from Croatia and abroad. The platform 
is also intended to present the Croatian 
professional dance scene to international 
partners and to participate in the interna-
tional artists-exchange program. Applica-
tions available on www.tala.hr. 
Contact:
Larisa Lipovac

Saborska 18
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. + 385 (0)91 655 51 37
larisa@tala.hr 
Tamara Curić
B. Magovca 50
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel.  + 385 (0)91 655 51 34
tamara@tala 

Events   "

Improspekcije
Artistic directors: Sonja Pregrad, 
Zrinka Šimičić
Time/place:  September/October, 
Zagreb
Annual international meetings of interac-
tive dance, music, and visual art impro-
visers.
Contact: 
Centar za kulturu i informacije Maksimir
Švarcova 18
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia 
sonja.pregrad@gmail.com
zrinka.simicic@gmail.com

Warp
Annual dance event that changes its form 
every year according to its chosen theme. 
Participants are mainly Croatian artists. 
Contact:
ExS - Scene
Laginjina 9/IV
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia

mail-to-eks@mi2.hr
www.eks-scena.hr

Festivals that regularly 
program dance 
performances   "

Street Art Festival Poreč
Artistic director: Edvin Liverić 
Time/place: August, Poreč
This annual festival has an international 
character, and includes all forms of ar-
tistic expression, from music and stage 
performances and visual art projects to 
various types of street acrobatics and 
performances. The festival takes place in 
Poreč, an old medieval city and the big-
gest touristic center in Istria. The underly-
ing philosophy of the Festival is that the 
whole old center of Poreč in those 10 days 
serves as a stage for various performing 
events. The selection process includes an 
international call for entries. 
Contact:
POUP
Narodni trg 1
52 440 Poreč
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)52 432 263
Fax. +385 (0)52 431 598
kultura@poup.hr
www.street-art-festival.com

The Days of Croatian 
Performance Varaždin
hdlu-varazdin@vz.htnet.hr
http://www.hdlu-varazdin.hr

Croatian National Theatre in Split_Cipollino
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Dubrovnik Summer Festival
www.dubrovnik-festival.hr

Eurokaz
www.eurokaz.hr

Music Biennale Zagreb
www.biennale-zagreb.hr

Split Summer Festival 
www.splitsko-ljeto.hr

Riječke ljetne noći
www.rijeckeljetnenoci.com 

Zadar Snova 
International Festival of Contemporary 
Theatre. 
www.zadarsnova.hr

Organizations   "

The Croatian Institute for 
Movement and Dance

Artistic director: Mirna Žagar
The Croatian Institute for Movement and 
Dance is a not for profit organization in-
strumental in pioneering and enhancing 
infrastructural support for independent 
contemporary dance and mime in Croatia. 
This multifaceted organization prides it-
self on several ongoing projects that have 
left a lasting impact on the development 
of the dance sector in the region. Through 
a series of interconnected projects The 

Institute has produced and promoted 
several generations of Croatian dance 
artists, contributing substantially to rais-
ing awareness for contemporary dance in 
Croatia, as well as forging partnerships 
for international cultural exchange and 
collaboration and ensuring an increas-
ing presence of the new generation of 
Croatian dance makers on international 
markets. Dance Week Festival, founded 
by Artistic Founding Director/ Produc-
er Mirna Žagar is The Institute’s longest 
standing project. 
Contact: 
Bijankinijeva 5 
10000 Zagreb 
Croatia
Tel.  +385 (0)1 464 11 54 
Tel / Fax. +385 (0)1 462 19 67, 
+385 (0)1 462 19 69
hipp-tsp@zg.t-com.hr
www.danceweekfestival.com

EkS – scene 
Coorindation team: Selma Banich, San-
dra Banić, Maja Marjančić, Željka 
Sančanin, Zrinka Užbinec
Experimental Free Scene is an independ-
ent organization founded in 2001. EkS – 
scene positioned its activity in the field of 
rethinking, repositioning and reanalyzing 
the processes of production, distribution 
and presentation of the contemporary 
performing arts in the region, execut-
ing the large number of projects in the 
areas of development and production as 
well as advanced education for emerging 
professional dance artists and authors in 
Croatia.

Contact:
 Laginjina 9/IV
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
mail-to-eks@mi2.hr
www.eks-scena.hr

Fiskultura 
Artistic director: Mila Čuljak 
Multi media project using collective mod-
els to cultivate space with sound and 
movement, on location and in site re-
sponsive projects. 
fiskultura@gmail.com
www.fiskultura.hr.

Tala Dance Centre
Artistic directors: Tamara Curić, Larisa 
Lipovac
Tala Dance Centre program is focused 
on permanent educational activities and 
the production of the dance perform-
ances of Croatian and international cho-
reographers. Their largest project is The 
Young Choreographers Platform; they 
are also the Croatian partners of Nomad 
Dance Academy (NDA – www.nomadd-
anceacademy.org), a regional education-
al system for contemporary dance in the 
Balkans, organized by the Balkan Dance 
Network.  
Contact:
Larisa Lipovac
Saborska 18
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. + 385 (0)91 655 51 37
larisa@tala.hr
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Tamara Curić
B. Magovca 50
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. + 385 (0)91 655 51 34
tamara@tala.hr 

Association of Professional 
Dance Artists PULS
Artistic directors: Katarina Đurđević 
and Ana-Maria Bogdanović 
PULS is a state professional association in 
operation since 2001. Their aim is bring-
ing together professional dancers, chore-
ographers and dance teachers in order to 
promote and develop dance in Croatia. 
They provide legal advice for dance art-
ists as well as actions in consideration of 
social and other issues vital to the dance 
profession. 
Contact: 
Uppu PULS
Park Ribnjak 1
10000 Zagreb
Croatia
Tel. +385 (0)91 311 21 50
uppu.puls@gmail.com
www.uppu-puls@net.hr 

Association of Dance Artists of 
Croatia /UPUH 
Director: Snježana Abramović 
Milković 

UPUH is the main association of Croatian 
contemporary dance professionals. It was 
formed on 1996, then named Associa-
tion of professional and other dance art-
ists of Croatia. In 2007 it was reformed 
and now has over 130 members from all 
the parts of Croatia. Its activities include 
the networking of dance projects, actions 
to increase the availability of spaces for 
dance training, rehearsal and perform-
ance, administration of legal and social 
benefit programs for dance artists, advo-
cacy at the local and national level, and 
the inauguration of the Annual Award of 
Association of Dance Artist of Croatia. 

Contact:
Šenoina 26
10 000 Zagreb
Croatia 
Tel/fax.+ 385 (0)1 481 37 86 
upuh@upuh.hr
www.upuh.hr
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